QJet your imagination
oar and start
creating original and
fun projects in rant!
PrintArtist 4.0 's ea -to-u
features make it a snap.
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handwriting fonts.
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Great new interface.
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right words to use.
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10,000
GRAPHICS
TO

CHOOSE FROM

rim Artist '" i a joy co use for artists of
all skill levels. You get a complete sec
of graphics and ccxc tools for creating
any type of home or office project.
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Have fun making:

GREETING CARDS
Bring a smile w their
faces with cards handmade for any occasion.

STATIONERY
A quick and easy way
create a professional
image.

SIGNS
For yard sales, PTA
fund-raisers, recycling
bins-you name it!

LAB ELS
to

For envelopes, shipping
cartons, disks, and tapes.

CALENDARS

BANNERS

Plan your meeting~ and
keep track of important
dates.

Welcome the grad home
or make a political statement.
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1001 Really Cool Web Sites
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Police Quest: Open Season
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DOS 366, 4mb, M, J, Kor MAC LC, 6mb, M
How To Select CD·ROMs For Your System.
Each selection includes the lollow1ng important inlormallon:
minimum system required, minimum CPU required, m1n1mum
amounl ot RAM required, and required peripherals
(M=mouse. J=1oysllck, K=keyboard, P=pnnler)

For all Illies, the rrummumsystem requirements recommended (unless
olherw!se indicated) are: Ha!dware: &/GA mon1t0< (256 colors). sound
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r--------------------Columbia House CD-ROM Direct
1

A whole new way to get the most
exciting CD-ROMs this holiday season -

games, reference, edutainment and more - all at great prices! Great to give as gifts. Great to keep for
yourself. Just write in the numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each,
plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in
the next 2 years, at our regular prices (currently as low as $29.95, plus shipping
and handling) - and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
What's more, you can get one more CD-ROM right now for the low price of $19.95
and have less to buy later (see complete details In coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately every 4-6 weeks (up to 13
times a year) reviewing our Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate choices,
including many lower priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive Special Selection
mailings up to four times a year. (That's up to 17 buying opportunities a year!)

Buy only what you want! If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing it will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just
mail the response card always provided by the date specified. You'll always have 14
days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.
Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership alter
fulfilling your obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you
to enjoy great savings on the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to
remain a member!

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of how Columbia House CD-ROM
Direct works along with your introductory package. If you're not satisfied, return everything within 10 days at our expense for a full refund and no further obligation.
Act now, membership in CD-ROM Direct may be lim~ed.
For faster service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day.

1-800-792-1000 ~6~t.

I

~~\n?n~~6~. f/J4~~i~!?~~~cour1.

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy iust
4 more CD-ROMs al your regular prices within the next 2 years.
Send my CD-ROM selections for: (check one only)

0

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $9.95 each
I
plus $1 .75 each shipping/handling (total $23.40). #

PC ( 1) 0 Macintosh (3)
Write in the seleclion #'s below
11

#

Buy your first selection now and have less to buy later I

0 Also send my first selection lor $19.95 plus $1 75 shipping/handling which I'm adding lo my $23.40
payment (tolal $45.10). I then need to buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in 2 years.
#
Please check how paying : 0 My check is enclosed .
0 Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and future CD-ROM Direct purchases to:
0 MasterCard 0 Diners Club 0 AMEX 0 VISA 0 Discover
Accounl Number

Exp Date

(BYM/BYQ)
(BYN/BYR)

S!gnalure

My main CD-ROM Interest Is: (check one) (Nole You are always lree 10 choose trom any ca1egory)

0

Entertainment

0

Education

(irciOOesct<Jdren'suiles)

0

Edutainment

0

Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

Slate

Product1v1ty

Apt _ __

Zip _ _ _ __

Important! Did you remember to choose PC or Mac? Wiii your selections run on your system?
Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request addlhonal informahon, to llmlt membership or re1ect any
application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents ol
Alaska, Hawaii. Puerto Rico. U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate otter
Applicable sales tax added to all orders.
F96-CDA-8GP ~ C1996 The Columbia House Company

11,1..1..1,11 ...... 11.1.1,..11,11.,,11...1..1.. 11 ..1
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How Many King's Quest
Games Are There?
Dear lnterAction,
In your Summer 1996 issue of
lnterAction, there's a mistake on page
76. You called Roberta Williams the
author of King's Quests one through
eight. There are only seven parts to
the King's Quest series. What gives?
SUZANNE TURNER

Omaha, NE
are only seven King's
Quest games available. BUT, Roberta
Williams is busy working on King's
Quest Viii which
means she is
indeed the
aulhor of King's
Quesl I-VIII. For
a sneak peek
of her /ales/
adventure,
check out the

RIGHT NOW, THERE

Sierra On The Beat
D OUGLAS, THE GRAPHIC of the monster

was placed in an early version of
the magazine page layout by a
graphics artist. The guy thought
it was funny-it
was not intended for publication. Unfortunalely,
it made it to print, and we
are very sorry that
ii has offended anyone.
The responsible artist has
been fed to the monster,
so we know it won't
happen again.

Loaded Dice?
Dear lnterAction,
In the summer

a picture
showed
Larry using

Coming
Attractions
section on
page 94.

The Finger And The Beast
Dear lnterAct ion,
On page 66 of your last issue, 1 was
surprised to find myself greeted by a
monster with what appeared to be less
than polite manners. To me, it
appeared that the character is lifting
his center finger in the universal sign
for " brotherly love." My wife pointed
out what appeared to be a sixth fin ger
on the hand , which would change the
meaning entirely. What's going on here?
DOUGLAS PFEIFER

Galveston, TX
INTERACTION

Dear lnterAction,
I would like to thank you for
Sierra's Police Quest: SWAT.
As you recall,
~\.,,..,..--...""""~~~~~!ii) I spoke to you

a couple of
"loaded" dice. Normal dice
have opposite sides that always total
seven. Was this done
intentionally?
MARK BENTON

Enumclaw, WA

about a class I
was instructing at St.
Petersburg Junior
College to the Florida
As you might imagine,
the game was given
much attention.
All of the attendees
were law enforcement officers working
at various agencies around the state
and assigned to SWAT teams. Everyone
was amazed with the quality and
realism of Sierra's game. The instructional training is amazingly realistic
and the tactics are those currently
being used across the nation.
The class was astounded that such
information and realism is in a game
that is readily available to the public
at such an affordable price. We
feel that there is growing demand
in the law enforcement market
(for products like SWAT) and we
are exposing this area in our classes.
Sierra is making great products!
DETECTIVE JIM WENTZ

Pinellas County Sheriff's Office, FL

E-mail letters to the editor to:
Y£5 rr WAS, Mark. In fact, we talked to
Al Lowe and he said that you probably
have a serious gambling problem.
Unless of course you 're raking in a few
thousand dollars a week. In that case,
he wouldn 't mind borrowing your dice
for a while.
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interaction@sierra.com

Send your correspondence to:
InterAction Magazine
P.O. Box 53008, Bellevue, WA
98015-3008
Please don 't send returns, orders or time
sensitive materials to this address.

ndu lge yourself. Discover rhe joys of cooking wirh MasrerCook'~ This premier mulrimedia
cookbook is packed wid1 1,600 succulenr recipes sure ro ranralize a broad range of palares.
Bur rhar's only rhe beginning.
Learn why Bon Apperir magazine hails MasrerCook "The Besr Sofrware For Cooks" and why
PC World srares "The Besr Recipe Software Comes From Sierra On-Line's MasterCook."
We have added more seasoning ro rhe already feature-rich MasrerCook in rhe upcoming
MasrerCook 4.0. Shipping in !are Ocrober, MasrerCook 4.0 includes a new and inviring inrerface rhar allows you ro:

1 Cusromize your cookbook using dozens of oprions.

1 Analyze recipes for nurrirional conrenr including: calories, far, viramins and more.
1 Try mourh-warering recipes from California CuJ.inary Academy chefs and some
of America's flnesr resrauranrs.

1 lnpur your own friends· and family's favorire recipes.
~

E-mail recipes co family and friends via rhe Inrerner.

1 Search die program ro find all recipes char use a specified lisr of ingredienrs.

1 Plan meals a monrh in advance.

''The best software for cooks."
llcmAppltir~

"The best recipe software.. .comes
from Sierra On-Line's Mascei:Cook."
~World

1 Incorporare seasonal produce and fruit inro your menus.
1 Organize family favorites and prim out cookbooks using professional layouts for easy
reading and wonderful gift-giving.
MasrerCook combines rhe best cooking rradirions and tasty recipes wirh speed and easy-ro-use

-_

Call 1-800-757-7707

rechnology ro make ir rhe ideal kirchen parrner. With MascerCook you nor only ear well and

to order, see your local retailer or visit
our web site at http://www.sierra.com

ear smarter, cooking becomes less of a chore and more of a rime ro relax and enjoy life.
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or each issue of Inter Action , I struggle to
find a topi c to write about. This time, I
said t o myself, "This is silly. Why not let
ierra's customers decide?" Each month
we receive hundreds of questions about
Sierra and our products. For thi s issue of
Inter Action I am experimenting with an
altern ate form at to my articl e. You 'll
nave to give me guidance as to whether it's a step
forward or backwards. Write to let me know what
you think, or to suggest ques tions, via e-mail at:

Ken.Williams@sierra.com.
To get us rolling, here's a question I get every day
in one form or another.

0: How do I become a game designer?
There is no easy answer to this question . Sierra's current
designers come from many different backgrounds. Al Lowe,
designer of Leisure-Suit Larry, was a music teacher. Roberta
Williams, designer of King's Quest, worked as a mainframe
computer operator and housewife. Pat Cook, designer of
Front Page Sports: Football, worked in Customer Service right
here at Sierra. Daryl F. Gates, designer of Police Quest, was
a Police Chief. There doesn't seem to be any clear path to

playing games? Can you spot the difference between a
mediocre game and a great one?
A willingness to innovate - To be a great designer you
have to be an expert at games, but you also have to be willing to ignore what has worked in the past and strike out in
new directions. The biggest hits have always been those that
set a new standard , rath er than taking an old game format
and adding new puzzles , a new plot, or better graphics.
An understanding of computers - A game design
which can't realistically be implemented , doesn't push

becoming a game designer, beyond being born with th e
proper talent, and being able to find a team of developers
willing to create your game. Neither of these challenges
is easy to overco me, but I'll offer what advice I can.

the state-of-the-art, or that would "run like a dog" on most
computers, is totally worthless.
Each category of game also
comes with its own special talent

First, there is the issue o f whether or not you have the
talent. There are four attributes I look for in a designer:
Creativity - If you are a creative person , you already
know it. Many of us have the potential to be a great writer,
composer or artist, but only a few are ever given the chance
to show it.

requirements. Adventure game
designers need th e ability to
create interesting characters
and to tell a compelling story.
Designers of sports sims need
to have an intimate knowl edge of
the rul es of the sport, and in many
cases, need to become experts in

A clear understanding of what makes a game
great - Have you spent hundreds, or thousands of hours
INTERACTION
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physics. For instance, recently l saw Dave Kaemmer, designer
of our NASCAR racing simulation, hard at work reading a
stack of college physics textbooks as he worked to create
the algorithms for his next simulation . For action games,
almost everything is secondary to programming skill. In
a hot action game, frame rate and responsiveness take
precedence over everything.
In actual practice, you are likely to find that even if you
have the requisite talents to be a great game designer, it is
almost
impossible
to get a

Coding is like solving
the most awesome
adventure game ever
written. Who could
sleep when there's
code to be written?

major publisher to
develop
your first
product.
It isn't that
publishers
don't want to publish, it's just that they never have as many
development resources (engineers, artists etc.) as they need,
and must choose their projects very carefully. At Sierra, we
receive hundreds of unsolicited game ideas each month. It is
highly unlikely that any design document, regardless of how
good it might be, will leap out of the pack, without including
some working demonstration. Unless, of course, you have
an established track record of shipping great products.
1hope l haven't discouraged you though. I absolutely
believe that the interactive entertainment industry is going
to be huge, in my opinion much larger than the film, record

and book industries combined! The industry you see today
is where the car industry was back when you had to turn a
crank to get your car going. Hundreds of thousands of jobs
need to be performed , and the vast majority of them will
provide you with an opportunity to show off your creativity.
There are plenty of opportunities for artists, programmers,
musicians, sound technicians, technical support specialists
and the dozens of other professions required to put together
a product. Game designers are important, but their contribution represents only a small portion of the overall creative
content of a product. If you are smart, and willing to work
hard, l can't think of another industry l could recommend
higher, or that you would find more rewarding.
0 : How do I learn to program. and what programming
language should I learn?

One of the best jobs you could ever want is to be a computer
programmer (we call them software engineers). I must
confess that l am a little biased here given that I am a
programmer. Writing code is awesome! You almost never
do the same thing twice. The pay is great, and the work is
chal lenging. The only bad tl1ing I can think of is that the
hours tend to be long. In the old days, when l was writing
games, 1would often work all night on a problem, all the
while telling Roberta, "l only have one more bug and I'll
call it a night." Coding is like solving the most awesome
adventure game ever written. Who could sleep when
there's code to be written?
Not many people know this, but I learned to program at
a trade school, not a college. l did go to college, majoring
in physics, but was impatient to get out in
the world and start working. For a physics
class I had to learn the language Fortran,
and it was love at first sight. l quit college
to go to programming school so that I could
spend nine months writing code 100% of
the time, rather than spending four years
in college writing code 20% of the time. 1
don't know that l recommend this strategy,
as many people will find that a college
degree is required for career success.
Personally, l felt that the computer industry
was about to explode and 1didn't want it
to pass me by.
The hot language to know is C++. With
a solid grasp of C++ you will qualify for
most jobs as an engineer building games.
Some portions of games, in particular the
performance-critical portions, are coded
in machine language. The engineers who
have mastered machine language, and
can make a computer perform faster than
ever thought possible, will rank the highest
in our industry. An exploding segment of
the industry you may wish to consider,
is the new Internet-related programming

INTERACTION
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Open the door...

to your new home library

-Kenneth F. Kister,
Kister's Best Encyclopedias

COMPARE:

Collier's has
21 million words
& 400,000 links
Encarta only has
9 million words
M
ake life just a little easier
around your house when it's time for
your child to work on a school report.
Forget those late night runs to the
library or worse, having your kid turn in
a late report.Transform your home
computer into a massive reference
machine. It's simple and easy with the
Sierra Reference ENCYCLOPEDIA by
Collier's on CD-ROM.The ideal reference tool for the whole family.
This complete, unabridged reference guide is the most text-extensive
encyclopedia available. It includes the
best of the large encyclopedias including full Science and Math notation
from the industry leader, Colliers.

It's quick and easy to find information instantly and you can do it a number of ways including:
• Electronic Book Index instantly
locates all information in the
24-volume set.
• The Topic Finder offers access to
information by subject area.
• Outlines linked to text
allows for quick
navigation through
articles.
• For Windows 3.1
and Windows 95

Sierra-ginals
1-800- 7 57- 77 07

http ://www. sierra. com

languages, su h as Java and HTML.
Any major university can teach you to program in these
languages. Or, today you have an option I didn't have, which
is to learn on your own. I can't believe how easy it is to learn
to program these days. If you visit any well stocked book
store you will find rows of books on learning to program.
Many come with source code of simple games that you can
start modifying immediately. There are books for every
skill level-even absolute beginners.

It is impossible to describe because there really aren't any
games like it. When I asked Roberta how to describe it, she
said, " Imagine a King's Quest game which takes place in a
true 3-D world, with true 3-D lifelike characters. I borrowed
Dynamix's flight simulator technology and pushed it in a new
direction. The result is still King's Quest but it is much more
immersive, and the 3-D makes the game more interactive.
It also changed how I design. The 3-D allowed me to create
challenges for the player which never could have been done
within a 2-D environment, including many that use physics."

0 : Will there be a Quest for Glory V?
0: What is your favorite game which will be released
this Christmas?

The last Quest for Glory (QFG IV) game released had
the dubious distinction of being one of th e last floppy disk-based games ever released by Sierra. We
did produce a CD-ROM version of QFG IV a lew
months alter the floppy was released, but even
though it was a great game, it didn't really push
the new CD-ROM technology. Worse, the first
copies of QFG Nthat shipped had some bugs,
which we quickly fixed, but not before the
game received some negative comments on the networks. Overall, QFG N got off to a bad start. Those
who bought and played the patched CD-ROM version
raved about the game, but that wasn't enough to
make the game a success. Basically, Sierra shut
down the series and parted company with the
games' designers; Corey and Lori Cole.
Over the last few months, 1have been swamped with email
asking that Sierra produce a QFG V. Because of your
requests, 1 have asked Corey and Lori if they want to do
another QFG game. Of course, they are excited about the
possibility! They are now working on building a prototype for
QFG V, which I haven't seen yet. It has been almost three
years since QFG N, and 1 want to produce a game that really
puts the series back where it belongs as one of your
favorites. I can't really say when the game will be released ,
because we may need to build several prototypes before
I see one which gets the "green light." My guess is that
approval will come within the next few months and that a
game can be on the market by next Christmas. Be patient,
it is definitely worth the wait.

0: What is Roberta working on?
My wife, Roberta, is working on the newest King's Quest
game, The Mask of Eternity. It's an enormous project
and has the largest team we've ever assembled.
Roberta's feeling is that adventure games are
starting to "all look the same." She wants to
try to completely redefine the
genre. For about six months
all she did was study games. She
studied in detail every successful
game on the market, even
non-adventure games like
Duke Nuke 'm, WarCraft II and Super Mario for the Ultra
64. She is well into Mask now and expects it to complete in
time for Christmas '97.
INTERACTION
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At any point in time, Sierra has approximately 100
games in development. We have so many different
projects because our customers have such varying
tastes. Some of our customers are sports fans , some
are flight sim fans, some want strategy games, others
want adventure games, and some just want to blow
things up. We make products in every game category, so that you will be pleased regardless of your personal preference. My opinion isn't necessarily relevant.
That said, the programs coming soon that 1am looking forward to most are: Hunter/ Hunted and Leisure
Suit Larry: Love for Sail.
Hunter/ Hunted is a side-scrolling action game.
There have been lots of side-scrollers, so I would
imagine you find this surprising. Hunter/ Hunted is, and isn't a
side-scroller. It adds a third dimension that 1can't possibly
explain. You need to play the game. Plus, the graphics for Jake
are the best 3-D
I've seen, and Jake has
an attitude that you'll
like. It is the only game
I am aware of with a
split-screen mode. This
means that if you and I are
sitting at th e same machine,
the screen is split such that I
can see what you are doing and
you can see what I am doing, but we each have our own half of
the screen. Sonic the Hedgehog, on the Sega, has done this, but
I haven't seen it done well on any PC games.
Love for Sail I like because of its humor. I work hard and
once in a while I just want to kick back and do something fun.
It is an adventure game with puzzles, but solving puzzles isn't
the main thing in Larry. Most of what you are doing is cruising
around looking for all the rude stuff that Al Lowe hid in the
game to make you bust up. I've played every Larry game to
the encl and can't wait for this one. PS: The rumors that this
will be the first scratch and sniff Larry are true ...

?~

Ken Williams
Chairman/ CEO, Sierra On-Line Inc.
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"I cm say this In complete and totllll ......_.
honesty: H you enjoy ftrlll8 ............
.... . . . ........ you're ....... to love Siient
1hlmder: A-10 T-* Dier 2. Thia Is, quite
simply, one of the wry best flllht sllns on
the nmket today."
-Joe DeRouen, Chicago Computer Currents

"The more I play this ...... the more I • • It.
It Is wel worlh the money I spent on It"

"Jo the , _ tMt uld "Wee no need no

steellldna made.....-,• I bes to clffer•
Th.r's why I BOUGHT this ......"

-Max, on AOL

.a fresh tftle that's ..... to ...... fw of
the Olf&llm ....., and lllllY albact some new
pilots - wel."

61
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-PC Games

-Mark Walling, on CIS
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lf you're tired of Microsoft Flaht Slmulator
and ....ta bla'PI' chal1np ._. ......._
at O'Hare In one piece, you won't be
. . .,.......... If you
Siient n..der

-Computer Player

under your ....."

'*•

-Home PC
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• Quality CD-ROM Software •
• Value Prked at $14.95 or lea •

The Even More
Incredible Machine
Red Baron with
A-10 Tank Killer
Gabriel Knight:
Sins of the Father

e

King 's Quest VI
~~VT
--- ~

Caesar I

The Island of
Dr. Brain
Leisure Suit Larry I

Incredible Toon
Machine
Land Designer 2.0

Hoyle Classic
Board Games

l ~tll!l! ._7 ~7 ~7 7 l! 7
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Hide the kids and wake up gran ma, Leisure Su~
by Ivana K u tchunutsov
I Lowe has been called a lot of

A

things by a lot of people over
the years, but " father figure"?
Well, maybe so. After all, the animators, musicians, and programmers
working for him are about half his age.
And he is the world's oldest game
designer. At age 50, Lowe has developed a fine halo of graying hair, a beard
worthy of any eider's council, and a
physique that bespeaks the good life.
"What? Do you think it's easy to look
like this?" Lowe asks with a twinkle.
You probably think working on a premier software company's humor project would be an awesome job. But you
have no idea how the poor Larry team
suffers. All day long, they have to animate luscious, over-developed women.
They're forced to read Playboy at the

office (for "research purposes" only, of
It may sound like the Larry team is
in need of adult supervision. But Al is
course). They have to read and edit
jokes, record endless pun-filled diaspecial and gets away with things
logue, create off-color humor, and fill
nobody else would, mainly because
their artistic masterpieces
everybody herewith subliminal messages.
abouts knows the
Yes, the steamy halls of
incredibly popular
Up & Coming Productions
games he designs are
feel more like a frat house
comedies and parothan the offices of the
dies never intended
world 's leading entertainto be taken seriously.
They are Sierra's ultiment software company.
Disco balls in the office?
mate answer to politHey, it's a "business
ical correctness. Al
expense!" Rules at team
believes you gotta
meetings? Only one: if it
have fun to create
gets a laugh, put it in the
fun. Millions of
game! With working condihappy game players
tions like these, you can
have agreed over the
see why Al's team is "up
past ten years. And
Captain Lowe, one funny,
for the job!"
fun is exactly what
wacky, twisted dude.

Meat The Fe••

What makes Love for Sail! so hot that even the Thespian Monastic Brotherhood
of Monks (inventors of the famed Cyberlovemaster 2000™) loosen their collars
when they play? It's the femmes, of course. This game features
larger than life (in every way) women who all have something
to offer Larry, if he can just give them a little hand (although
he'd like to give them a little something else!).

•

UI

I.any: Love for Sail! is ready for its inaugural launch
he's created in the upcoming leisure
Suit Larry: love for Sail!
Based on Lowe's world-famous leisure
Suit Larry adventure game series, love
for Sail! takes Larry Laffer-crown prince
of lounge lizards-aboard the world 's
glitziest cruise ship, the PMS Bouncy, for
a swingin' cruise in singles heaven. The
PMS Bouncy (a Panamanian ship, as you
can tell from its name) is filled with
more busty beauties than could ever be
gathered together in real life, especially
by the Laffer. But they're all yours to
schmooz, if you roll your dice right.
Prove your puzzle-busting studliness to
the ship's Swedish skipper, Captain
Thygh. Win her "Thygh's Man Trophy"
contest and spend the next week "cruising on the Captain!"
But if you think you have Larry's best
pick-up lines down cold, and that no

cyberchick can stand up to your Don
Juan imitation, you'd better poof your
chest hair and reshine your imitation
gold medallion. Because love for Sail

a full-b lown multimedia presentation
that shows just how exciting, interactive and fun adventure games can be.

Having Al Lowe's Baby

The totally decadent PMS Bouncy
cruise ship. How did Larry get here?
features completely new game play,
with a new interface the likes of which

After designing the first five games in
the leisure Suit Larry series, you might
think that Larry is old hat for Sierra
veteran Al Lowe. Nothing could be farther from the truth. A quick trip to the
love for Sail! offices proves these game
makers easily have the tools and talentand the imagination-to do something
completely different.
In designing love for Sail!, Lowe and
the team have drawn on diverse
sources to create a graphic adventure
that not only delivers hilarious handdrawn eel animation, but also revives
features that made adventure games so
popular in the first place. The anima-

Victorian Principles

The Juggs

Like all librarians, Vicki is a closet
nymphomaniac. She's a steaming caul·
dron of pent-up sexuality ... until Larry
frees her from of the bonds of prudence.

The mother-daughter country·
western singing duo Nailmi and
Wydoncha Jugg are entertain·
ing tonight on the PMS Bouncy.
You probably know them from hits
like those country classics, Felt
Up and Feeling Blue, He's Got His
Daddy's Eyes (And His Other
Daddy's Smile), Just a Cheap
Pickup in a Cheap Pickup and
Thinking With My Panties
Again. What they need,
only Larry can deliver.

Baring more
Dre~ pends

all her time at the
nude pool wearing nothing but her
laptop. And who says blondes aren't
smart? This could well be Larry's
ultimate challenge: he has to get her
into her clothes !

11

Es ist ein tatsaechliches Feature
und nicht um etvvas, das in neutraler
Verpackung aus Flensburg kommt."
•••

-PC Action Online, August, 1 996, German Edition
(we couldn 't have said it better ou r selve s )

lion is smoother, bigger and more plentiful than ever before. (And so are the
women!) Sure, walking around is still
available, but it's nearly unnecessary.
Thanks to the game's new map interface, you can now go anywhere aboard
ship with just a quick
click of your right
mouse button.

back and forth to the icon bar. love for
Sail!'s interface is fast, slick, and new."
Producer Mark Seibert is a little less
serious about the product. "love for
Sail! is a lot like Command and Conquer.
It's filled with smart, crafty, beautiful
women who
command
Larry to do
things. And
Larry tries to
conquer them.
Of course,
when you're
Larry, that's
easier said
than done!"

We asked gamers what they wanted
to see in the new Larry. Here it is!
the technology underlying love
for Sail! "We combined the
best of several worlds: the open-ended
feel of the ancient typing games, the joy
of small talk from earl ier Larry games,
and added context-sensitive pop-up
menus, like Windows 95. No more
icons. No more running your cursor

Diaco
Nights

Was Stayin' Alive your late-night party
anthem of the 70's? Then you and love
for Sail! have something in common
(besides closets fil led with outdated
threads). In order to add just the right
tone to the game's "night fever-ish" environments, Seibert tracked down the
license holders of the most time-hon-

ored disco cuts and offered their ownLove for Sail! was on TV, the game
ers the chance to be in Love for Sail!
would be dubbed an "adult situation
Some laughed. Others scoffed. "When
comedy. " Being a game gives it the
we asked the BeeGees for the rights to
ability to take the implausible into the
the Saturday Night
absurd , for
Fever music, they told
humor the real
us 'no,"' laughs Seibert.
world could
"They said they didn't
never deliver.
want to be associated
Sure, Larry may
with disco. It's that
be a polyesterkind of business judgwearing geek
ment that put the
with the world's
BeeGees where they
worst combare today! " Adds Lowe,
over, but he's
"I think they made that
got a heart of
decision about 20 years Ah, the men: Dick, Peter, Wang,
gold , total faith
too late!"
in humanity,
Johnson, Willy, Rod ... heck, who
But lots of other big
and endless
cares? Check out those gals!
time disco stars are
perseverance.
joining up to "lounge with the Laffer."
In the end, you just can't help but
And, you'll hear the real thing here,
like Leisure Suit Larry Laffer. It's not for
too. No more MIDI music. CD-quality
nothing that he's the best-known charaudio throughout. In fact , Seibert &
acter in all of computer gaming!
Lowe recently returned from
And it's nice to know that, even
Hollywood, where they spent th e day
though it's just a game, for once in
at Chick Corea's Mad Hatter Studios
your life you 'll get to sail off into the
recording some of LA's best musicians
sunset with the beautiful girl.
playing some of the greatest lounge
lizard music you 've ever heard!
While Love for Sail! isn't pornographic or obscene, it's definitely in bad
taste. But once you get Larry in a situation so outrageous, you can 't help but
laugh and that 's the whole point. If

Impressions Stakes aClaim
for the Strategy Crown
S
trategy games are more popu lar than
ever, earning bestseller status with a
frequency unimaginable just a few short
years ago. Leading the charge to the
charts are the real-time war games, which have
attracted a new base of gamers eager for faster
action attacks and quick-moving combat. With the
popularity of these new games, fans of the traditional turned-based
11
games have found themselves left out in the
cold, save for the con~
tinued availability of a
few long-time favorites.
Now, one man is trying to bridge the gap
between these two distinctive strategy gaming
styles with a game
borne of noble heritage.
-Jason
The man is Impressions
Designer David Lester, and the product is the
sequel to PC Gamer's 1994 Historical Simulation of
the Year, lords of the Realm .
The original lords game re-created the cha!lenges of conquering a feudal empire. The emphasis was on the economics of kingdom management and empire building, with what many

consider to be the first real-time, animated soldiers in user-controlled battles. It was a great
game, with incredible depth of play, but it didn't
have the pace or "cool" graphics and features that
strategy gamers now expect.
Now lords Uhas perfected the original empire
building and kingdom management aspects of the
game, adding handy features to streamline routine
resource allocation and
management. It also
adds a totally new element-high res, real-time
combat and sieges-to
create an even better
game with the kind of
eye candy that appeals
to the aggressive nature
of today's new strategy
game audience.

Lords of the Realm 11
combines the best of
both worlds, adding the
real-time model of a
Warcraft II to the turnbased, strategic elements of Civilization."

Bates, PC Gamer

With the new lords fl,
players experience
the very best of strategy gaming. Combining the
visceral combat of a real-time game with the
in-depth cerebral nature of a tum-based game,
and by allowing the player to adjust the mix, David
Lester has created a new game with a great mix of
well-balanced empire building, and action-packed
sieges and battle.
SIERRA
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~~·Ruthless Conquest and Fierce
Pillage and
Plunder
Once the enemy
has breached your
walls, prepare for
heavy losses. The
siege is ended
and the war is on.

Weapons of War
Take a mace and
crush the heads of
your opponents.
Or use the jagged
edge of a pike to
cut your foe to
pieces.

Death, Long Distance
Archers can decimate soldiers with their
barrages. Chain mail is no match against
these powerful longbows.

cus Your Attack
Commit your troops and pay
close attention so you can
exploit any advantage.

illing Aftemath
Once the battle is over, only the
victorious remain standing.
There won't be any prisoners.
INTERACTION
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Combat (a11 a1 the click or amouse h•n
111111111111
1• C1111DPY

n Lords of the Realm Uthe name of
the game is conquest. Every move

str

you make must be geared toward
building an army that is large and
enough to take over neighboring

count! . Y-Qu have to be ruthless in your
pursuit of the crown.
As the game begins, your arm! s will be
peasants armed with pitchforks, maces,

Every battle eventually gets down to
man against man. The best equipped
will probably win the fight.

and pikes, but if you spill enough blood,
you'll change those serfs to soldiers. Soon
enough, your army will be filled with
trained swordmen, archers and knights.
That's when the fun really begins.
When you've finally crushed your
opponents, you'll be crowned King of
England, but that doesn't mean the end to
your fun. Try it again in Germany, France
or one of the other world maps included
in the game. lords of the Realm II offers
hundreds of hours of ever changing
strategic challenges.

The Heat Of The Fight
Welcome enemy troops with cauldrons of boiling oil, then
finish off the few survivors with a hail of arrows.

Brave Knights
131h Century Tanks
Roll your battering rams into position
and smash the thickest gates.

represent his honor on
the battlefield.

Lords of the Realm II is designed to
provide a superior head-to-head
challenge via modem, or for up to four
players over a LAN. There is a wide
range of scalable starting conditions
to create the game you want to play.
Try a shorter, combat-intensive
match for lunchtime LAN gaming, or choose options to set
up an involved conquest
offering more strategic
empire building. The choice is yours.
SIERRA
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Arthur has helped to shape the 20th Century
and the centuries to come with his astounding vision of what the future might be.

The interior of the vast ship has its own gravity,
atmosphere, and even a wide cylindrical sea.

Your survival depends on interpreting
languages and cultures n ever before
encountered .

Each biot has a specific purpose
inside of Rama-that influences
its shap,~.

-"" '\,, .. j WIN95 CD. DOS CD
, .!. ~:,Ii Order Direct: 1-800-757-7707
~..,e~~~, www.sierra.com/games/rama/

.
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by Torsten Relnl
Can a Computer Make
You Smarter?
Computer games can entertain you,
and the best of them can teach you a
thing or two, but can computer games
actually make you smarter? That's the
question the Dr. Brain designers asked
themselves.
Working with a brain specialist and
building on the theory that the brain is
just like a muscle that can be exercised
and stimulated, the Dr. Brain team created an original mental workout of 10
games that were designed to stretch,
strengthen and challenge players' brains.
The mental workout was called The lost
Mind of Dr. Brain, and since release in
March of 1995, it has received a "Codie
Award" for Best Home Learning Product
from the Software Publishers
I N T E R ACTION

Association, National Parenting Seal of
Approval and the highest overall rating
for children's software from Consumer
Reports Magazine. Not only was The lost
Mind of Dr. Brain called "remarkably educational," but children who tested it also

MAGA Z IN E

said that no other game they tested was
so much fun to play. Even "adult" computer game magazines like Computer
Gaming World put the game in their "Best
of the Year Category" noting that they
were stunned to find that a game they
thought had been
designed for chil-

Help Dr. Beaver Brain protect his home in his
amazing paleomammalian mind-bender.
FALL
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Creating the Advanced
Mental Workout
Now the Dr. Brain developers are
putting the final touches on the next
generation of wacky mental workouts.
While The lost Mind of Dr. Brain was
based on Dr. Howard Gardner's Theory
of Multiple Intelligences, the new Time
Warp of Dr. Brain centers around the
development of the brain.
In creating Time Warp, the de elopers worked with Dee
Dickenson, a
prominent author
and researcher
of thought
processes and
the human
brain. The
"Brain
Consultant," as she
is affectionately called, provided the
scientific background on the structure
of the mind and the thought processes
that would benefit most from this new
mental workout.
Though the research behind Time
Warp is cutting edge, the most notable
improvements in this new Dr. Brain title
are crystal clear. There are 10 all-new
brain-flexing puzzle areas, each specifically designed to bring minds to new
levels of mental fitness. Dazzling, 3-D
Studio rendered characters and funky
music will have
players' eyes
popping and
toes tapping
as their
brains work
to solve the puzzles. In addition,
two of the puzzle
areas let you challenge new and old
friends on the

Where la Dr. Brain?
ln this fourth game of the acclaimed Dr.
Brain series, our wacky Doctor has
invented a time machine and used it to
become stuck in time. It's your job to
suit up and time-warp through the past,
present AND future to solve the 10 puzzles and bring Dr. Brain home safely.

Survival
of the
Fltteat
The very first
send you waaaaay
back into thei>ast to an
era when life as we know it is little more than primordial ooze. That's
where you, as.a hungry and eager
amoebae, come in. Survival of the fittest
has never been so much fun as you eat
your way through prehistoric goo to
become Amoebae Numero Uno. Sidestep parasites, dive into vitamin wells
and rule your ecological niche before
another amoebae can take your
spot. Fail and be just another
goo spot on the slimy walls
of history. Succeed and
you will emerge a
higher life form.

A few millenniums
later, the time-warp
drops you off in a sparselylit cave with bizarre shadows
dancing across the rocky
walls. Suddenly, the smashing
beat of a bass drum shakes the
ground and a fierce scream almost
knocks you off your feet. No, it's no
saber-toothed tiger-it's the Neanderthal
Cave Band, and these guys are jamming.

Solving the ultimate word puule turns
into pure monkey business.
From Jazz to Grunge, from Country to
Funk, their repertoire is simply amazing. The only problem is that they just
can't keep their sheet music in order.
That's when they spot you peeking
around a corner. "Ugggah, Ugggah,"
they say, and you've got yourself a new
job as band leader.
Dig deep into your cerebral cortex to
recognize, replicate and design your
own melodies. If this segment launches
your career as a rock 'n roll superstar, stop by and play a few
songs for us.

Monkey Signe
On-Une
Working your way forward through the millenniums, you soon
find yourself in the
jungle playing word
ERRA
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games against a monkey. This furry feller
Build Futuristic 3-0 spaceships with a little help
is a spelling bee
from Big Brother Brain!
expert, determined to
not let you leave the
Solve &1st Century Orldlock
jungle on your journey through time.
For a peek into the future, you 're transShow him your logical and sequential
ported into the 5lst Century with all its
skills are top-notch.
amenities-and traffic gridlock. At 5
And they better be, because as the
p.m. sharp, the commuters dash to their
level of difficulty increases, the letters
cars and hit the highways. However,
change to sign language symbols. Do you
with the traffic lights set the way they
know how to sign uHello"? You probably
are, nobody is going anywhere. Offwill after this game. Just in case, Dr.
ramps are blocked and intersections
Brain helps out by signing and proare completely impassable. Bring
nouncing the symbols for you. Of
your screwdriver and your logic
course, the further you advance,
skills, because these tools will
the less help you get. But with a
be needed. Program the trafbrain like yours, you don't
fic lights correctly and
need that much help anyway,
send all the vehicl es safedo you? Since this game is too much
on their way to their
fun to play by yourself, you 'll also be
destination . Watch out
able to challenge others through the
though, there might be an occasional
Internet or via a modem.
lead-foot among your drivers. One
minor mistake and you will be rewarded
with the sound of screeching tires and
crumpled metal. It can 't get much worse
than a futuristic pile-up during rush
hour.

You will easily forget that
The Tim e Warp of Dr. Brain is
more than just a game. But like any
other form of exercise or work-out,
you will soon realize that your abilities

"liiii•--•'Y

The Who' Who of Brain•
puzzles in

The Time
Warp will
keep you
and your
kids
scratching
your heads
& laughing
out loud

If ou can solve these and a few other
puzzles-which we aren 't giving away
just yet- you leap forward into the far
future. It's here where the human body
has evolved into a gigantic brain , a
being of pure cerebral power. The
drawback is that all brains now live in
jars and look exactly the same. The
only way to tell them apart is to ask
questions and use your deductive reasoning. Some of the answers you
receive might pose even more questions! It's up to you to put all of the
pieces together and solve the puzzles.

INTERACTION
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Is this the line at the local brainwash, or do these jumbled jars represent the perfect brain?
extra brain t easer, Dr. Bra in will offer
gamers English , Germ an and French
versions - all on the sam e CD.
With T/1e Time Warp of Dr. Brain , you
will exercise your brain and have a lot
of fun at the same time. And you won't
even break a sweat.
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One CD,

'

Get Another
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...free!

Just purchase any of the Sierra titles in the first list
below and we'll send you another Sierra CD from the list
on the coupon for free. To get your free CD, complete the
coupon below and mail it with your proof of purchase
(see coupon for details), Or, call 1-800-757-7707 or visit
http://www.sierra.com to order direct from Sierra.

----------BUY ONE OF THESE:

You can select one free Sierra product, if you purchased any of these Sierra titles:

.
." . !«-

Baseball Pro '96 +Caesar II+ Eager to Learn+ Football Pro '96 + Lighthouse +Master Cook Deluxe
+Mixed-Up Mocher Goose Deluxe+ PrintArtist 4.0+Robert E.Lee: Civil War General +Shivers+Sierra
School House Mach, English or Science+The Incredible Machine 3.0 +The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain+ The
Rise & Rule of Ancient Empires + 3-D Ultra Pinball+Torin's Passage/King's Quest VII Bundle +Trophy Bass

.--

'

•'

~L~·~

Torin's Passage
King's QuestVll
Bundle

GET ONE OF THESE FREE:
~

~

0

Select one free Sierra product, if you purchased any of the Sierra titles in the list above.

0 Caesar II

DWIN ..J DOSD MAC

Eager to Learn OWIN / MAC
0 Football Pro '96 o DOS
0 Hoyle ' Classic Games DWIN o MAC
0 King's Quest VII CJWIN CJ DOS 0 MAC
0 Lighthouse WIN 0 DOS
0 Master Cook Deluxe JWIN o MAC
0 Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe r..JWIN /MAC
0 Outpost WIN Ll MAC
0 Print Artist: 1500 0 WIN
0 Robert E. Lee: Civil War General OWIN
0 Shivers WIN D MAC

0 Sierra's School House: English DWIN / MAC

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

Sierra's School House: Math OWIN / MAC
Sierra's School House: Science 'JWIN / MAC
Space Bucks ;)WIN
Space Quest VI OWIN DOS 0 MAC
The Incredible Machine v. 3.0 OWIN u MAC
The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain OWIN/MAC
The Rise & Rule of Ancient Empires OWIN
3-D Ultra Pinball OWIN U MAC
Torin's Passage .J WIN 0 DOS 0 MAC
Trophy Bass OWIN u MAC

SHIP MY FREE GAME TO:

City

State

ZIP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Now HERE'S THE FINE PRINT: You must purchase your Sierra product between August 15 and October 31. 1996. You need to send a check or money order made
out ro Sierra On-Line for $5.95 ro cover postage and handling. and you'll need to send a co17t of your dated receipt and proof of purchase from the Sierra carton (the UPC bar code, please)
with the coupon. Mail to: Sierra Buy I Get I Free Offer, Sierra Direct PO Box 130 I, Coarsegold, CA 93614. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Offer valid in che U5. and Canada only. Not valid with any ocher
olfe<. Requests must be postmarked by ~ I5. 1996. This olfe< may be discontinued without nooce, Sierr.I reser.oes the rigf1t to 1;mit qu311oties.No dealers please. No people wh;n;ng about how small we've had to ma1<e th;s type, please

he friendly ghosts, gentle goblins and singing witches representing today's
modern Halloween paint a very different picture of what was once Hallows
Eve. Long, long ago, this autumn evening terrified the strongest of men. It
was that special night when witches ruled and restless souls wandered the
Earth in search of peace.
This Halloween put the candy bowl on the front porch and settle in front of your
computer for a "October 31" to remember. Enjoy a little psychological terror from
Sierra's award winning Game Designer Jane Jensen. Play The Beast Within, A

Gabriel Knight Mystery, and you 'll feel your heart beat just a little harder. And be
prepared for a enormous jolt of adrenaline as you get into the game. Commiserate
Halloween as it should be, a fright night of massive proportions.
FALL
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flies to
Schloss
Ritter to
help. Plagued
by night-

Your cerebral horror adventure
begins in Germany. The hero,
Gabriel Knight, left New Orleans
and flew to the quaint village of
Rittersberg Gust outside of Munich)
to stay in his family's castle-Shloss
Ritter. He wanted a little quiet time
while he finished his latest novel.
Unfortunately things didn't work
out that way.
Soon after Gabriel arrives , a
grisly murder occurs and a young
girl is killed by a wolf (or so the
authorities say). It's a difficult time
for the villagers but even more so
since none of them really believe
an escaped wolf from the Munich
Zoo committed the gruesome act.
Many of them believe a werewolf
is roaming the nearby forest.
Gabriel is drawn into the situation
because he's from a long line of
chattenjagers (German for Shadow
Hunter). It's up to him to save the
village from the sinister evil.
But Gabriel lights more than one
demon. As he delves deeper into
the mystery; he feels the seductive
pull of evil and madness trying to
entice him to the dark side.
As Gabriel battles his macabre
fight against darkness and fear,
Gabriel's Research Assistant Grace,
11

Gabriel Knight 2 is
an incredible game
- but if you really
look at it, most
of vvhat makes it
special is buried
deep in the vvriting
and plotting."
-Computer Gaming World

mares about
a mad king
and trying
to find the
connection
between them and composer Richard
Wagner's opera, she might be the one
to uncover the missing link that will
solve this mystery and save Gabriel
from himself.

,, ... nevv h ope
shines on The
Beast Within ...
Jensen proves
the interactive
movie may yet
hold some life."
-Wired
Awarded "Game of the Year" by

Computer Gaming World, The Beast
Within is already a fan favorite. Jensen
has woven a tale so terrifying that once
it grips you, it's hard to leave it behind .
A solid story with a deep plot,

The Beast Within is supported by
spectacular graphics, richly textured
and hauntingly beautiful. Together
with Robert Holmes' score, the
scene is set and ready for the daring

'

r

Tinkering Around In An
Amazing Mechanical World
by David Senan
ighthouse is a strikingly

L

unique game. lt offers puzzles
that call for reason and logic-

but not a 200+ IQ and a postgraduate degree in multi-dimensional
physics. You can use common sense to
unravel the complex situations and
manipulate exquisite and elaborate
machinery in a parallel world.

intense interactive puzzles . You don't
really know what kinds of forces you're
up against as you begin your intense
hunt for Krick's missing baby. That's
what makes playing this adventure
game so much fun-it raises as
many questions
as it answers!

HldllCOCk Eat Yow Heart Out
Imagine you're a writer seeking creative inspiration on the cold ,
rainy coast of Oregon. A strange
message on your answering
machine launches you into a
hair-raising role of transworld
detective in a surreal , parallel universe.
Your neighbor, Jeremiah Krick, the
eccentric professor and lighthouse
keeper, leaves you a frantic message
that something awful has happened
and he must leave immediately. He
asks you to babysit his daughter. When
you arrive at the lighthouse, Krick is

A Box Full of Question•
The first really intriguing (OK-it's
hard!) puzzle I tackled was the
Puzzle Box located inside Krick's
house. The concept is simple:
solve a series of physically based riddles and retrieve a

gone, his house is in shambles, and
Amanda's crying in her crib. Then, as
you stand by watching helplessly, she
is kidnapped by the mysterious and
sinister antagonist, the Dark Being. He
and the screaming baby disappear into
a portal that leads into a strangely
inviting parallel universe.
That's all you know. That's where the
confusion begins. Like the lead actor in
an old Hitchcock movie, you are
thrown in the middle of a captivating
mystery. Your success depends on how
you leverage your curiosity, your cleverness, and your ability to solve
INT E RACTION
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Step into a mysterious portal and
jump to a surreal new world.
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up inside. When 1
first found the
Puzzle Box my
state or mind was
frantic. Krick's baby,
Amanda, was
screaming in her crib
and 1was trying to figure out how to calm
her down. As 1
stumbled through
the house looking
for Dr. Krick, 1 felt
as though something
terrible was about to happen to the
baby. Rummaging through his office, 1
unexpectedly came across the Puzzle
Box. The pressure mounted furiously.
Now it wouldn't be very much fun if 1
told you each step 1 took to solve the
Puzzle Box - but I'd like to share the
thought process that led to my success
in solving its complex riddle (It's not
often 1can brag about the way my
brain works, so indulge me).
It was the interactive design of the
game that helped me find the solution
to the puzzle box. You are encouraged
to tinker with things. To solve this puzzle 1had to roll up my sleeves and get
pushed just about
every button 1 cou ld

find. Finally, 1 figured out the right
sequence, and a panel
opened. Inside the box
was a number of colored
tiles arranged in a strange
pattern . Well, 1 had already
decided to get dirty, so I started pushing tiles around any
way they'd go. Up. Down .
Right. Left. But nothing
worked. 1 didn't know what 1
was looking for under the tiles. 1
didn't even think about that. (Just
one example of why 1 don't brag much
about my brain .)

Just as I started to get discouraged, 1
discovered what it really takes to succeed in the lighthouse world or interactive puzzles: You have to be able to look
at things from a lot of angles. 1 took a
mental step back from the game and
asked myself logically, "What is this
puzzle asking me to do? Physically
there has to be a series of steps that
will crack the box." Once I got my mind
into the mode of reason, things started
clicking. I followed the most logical path
and moved tiles around the way common sense told me they should move. If
one scenario didn't work, I tried another. .. and another .. .and another-leaving
no tile unturned.
It still took me a while to figure out the Puzzle Box. In
fact, I still haven't mastered it
and every time I play the
game it holds me up for a
while. Nothing is more exciting than knowing that every
time 1 unlock the Box, every
time 1 push a new button or
turn a new key, a new adventure could unfold. It's
never-ending discovery that

Puzzles make or break adventure
games. Every move you make in
Lighthouse is puzzle-based. To move from
episode to episode, you must gather
mission-critical items that crowd the
landscape. Some items are guarded by
complex puzzles and others are scattered on the floor. Every item is either
crucial right now or later in the adventure. One missed item could mean the
difference between success and failure ... or maybe even your own death!

pretty cool. No puzzle was going to
stand in the way of my manhunt. I
woke on the beach and saw the
Hawk's Roost in the distance. When I
got close enough , I realized getting
into the Roost was going to be a challenging puzzle. The drawbridge
loomed closed above me, and again 1
was left with my curiosity and my
ingenuity
(YIKES!). I

green key that looked like it might get
me into that Roost.
The key was only the beginning of the
solution. It opened up another puzzle 1
needed to solve to lower the drawbridge
and continue my adventure. A strange
lever was my only tool to manipulate the
puzzle at the other end of the drawbridge.
At first I didn't think I was going any-

Bridge Over Puzzled Waters
When 1 first figured out how to get into
the parallel universe, I thought I was
the lever right, left, up, and
down. I found that I was
directly controlling a hook-like
device. The hook must be used to
lift something else. I maneuvered the
hook toward a steel ring. It took some
time and a bunch of tries, but I mated the
hook and ring and the drawbridge lowered revealing a world of exciting new
adventures on the Roost.

Logic's For the Birds
After playing Lighthouse a few days, I was
immersed in this distant world and had
no idea how to get back. 1also couldn't
find a way to make progress. Then it
happened. I had been snooping around
in the workshop of another other-worldly villain, the Bird Man, and found myself

stuck in his workshop. It seemed that my
only hope was an airborne escape. The
next machine I would need to figure out
would be the Bat, a mechanical device
resembling a large bird.
That would be the hard part - finding
the things you need and making them
work are two very different things. How
do I activate the Bat and then
fly it out of trouble? I started picking up every
tool I could find
in the workshop.
Using common
sense and fitting
tools into the
right holes, I
repaired a radio
control device and
found it was the key to
entering the Bat. Once I
entered the hanger, I grabbed
gears, flipped switches, and
cranked any lever that would move.
Nothing seemed to be working.
Slowly and patiently I applied logic
and used to tools to my advantage,
solving physically based puzzles. I
replaced missing gears, turned a large
industrial crank, and released a safety
lever. Before long I was sitting in the
cockpit of the Bat and soaring over the
ocean toward my next thrilling adventure-patience and common sense the
propeller of my success.

Are You Up to the Test?

too hard, it wouldn't appeal to anyone.

"My primary goal in designing
lighthouse was to make it appeal to a
broad audience," explains Jon Bock,
the creator. "I wanted it to reach out to
the mainstream of computer users, not
just the hardcore gamers. To do that I
came up with puzzles that call for reason and logic."

lighthouse achieves the perfect balance.

You see, lighthouse is

It's a game of curiosity, intellect, and
patience. My success so far has been
determined by channeling my curiosity
and common sense into solutions. I still
haven't found Dr. Krick or baby Amanda,
but I know I will. They're out there, just
beyond my next thrilling adventure.
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The Grand Opening of
Hoyle®Casino
It's all the glitz, glamour and excitement
you've been waiting for!
by Nancy King
fter months of careful
planning, detailed
research and intense
development, Sierra
is proud to unveil its
latest Hoyle® game,
Hoyle® Casino. Great attention and detail was given in the building or this first-class , fully rendered
3-D virtual casino. While others have
attempted to catch the real atmosphere
and excitement of a casino before,
nothing even comes close to bringing
you the live action and excitement of
Hoy le Casino.
Don 't be intimidated. Put on your
lucky blue shirt or carry that winning
penny, and wager a hand or two of
Poker to get started . But first decide
which version you want to play. Texas
Hold 'em, Seven-card Stud, and Omaha
Hold 'em along with Hi-Lo variations
are available for you to try with Hoyle

Casino. A stroll over to a Blackjack
table is a definite must if your lucky
number just happens to be 21. Or, at
the Craps table see for yourself just

how hot (or cold) the
dice might be.
If none of that tickles
your fancy, then wander
over to the Roulette
wheel of fortune. Th is
is just one of the many
places that Hoyle Casino
beats the competition.
Place your bets at a fully
rendered table. Once
you're ready to roll ,
play either Vegas or
Atlantic City rules.
This is a high-tech version of the real thing
(complete with an entire
spinning roulette wheel)

Fully rendered in 3-D. this first-class casino offers the

and anticipation will build ultimate gaming experience.
as you hope that ball lands in the right
number slot. You definitely have to give
it a try.
Also available are those all-time
favorites, the one-armed bandits. Not
just one machine tucked in a corner
either, but an entire section of 30
slot machines in Hoyle Casino. You
have a choice of nickel,
quarter and dollar slots.
The designers loved this
part o f the game because
really get creative
with their art.
All theme based,

They're Becki

there's a machine

their share of attitude) are also included in Hoyle Casino. If you've had an

to appeal to
everyone including an Antique
fru it theme, an

Play Omaha Hold 'em, just one of five versions of Poker
available-all featuring a "floating" betting window.
INTERACTI ON
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a Med ieval theme. There's even progressive quarter slots. The large reader
board in this area of the casino lists the
jackpots and is just one more enticing
reason to give slots a try. It's a guarantee that the action's just as hot here
as it is in a real casino.
Not sure about the rules of each
of these games- don't worry! Hoyle
Casino orters on-line help to get you
up and betting with the best of them
in no time!

Egyptian theme,
an Alien theme, a
Jungle theme and

996

Those wonderful animated characters
from Hoyle Blackjack (with more than

opportunity to play
Hoyle Blackjack, this
will be your chance
to meet up with old
acquaintances (or
nemeses, whatever

•

I

the case may be). If you haven't yet had

Net Play

the pleasure of meeting these unusual
characters, then you 're in for a treat.
Plus, the designers have added two
more players-including one submitted
by our Hoy le Casino Vegas Contest winner. We know players want gambling
situations where they can compete
against "real" high-rollers with Jots of
attitude (and adjustable skill levels)
to keep the excitement high and game
play moving.

The bets are in and
Hoyle Blackjack
Internet play is a
smashing winner.
Back in June, Beta
testers tried their
luck in a Sierra

There's one golden rule when you
play any of these gamblers: don't take
any of them for granted-especially
when you have the attitude meter set
on high. Even the dealers will start to
flip a phrase or two.

Make it even more interesting by
setting both attitude and skill level on
high. Don't be deceived by the characters ' friendly chatter-you have to earn
every dollar of your winnings.

Blackjack tournament
and "everything
worked absolutely
perfect. I was amazed
at how it came

Spin the wheel and place your bets-it might be your lucky day.
together," said betatester Carl Anderson.
other words, you're busted), Hoyle
Just before it was released , Windows
Casino does o ffer a financial solution.
Shareware Games said it was, "only th e
To receive a loan (be sure to read the
best, most intense game available over
fine print) th ere are three different
the Net!" Now with Hoy le Casino,
gentlemen (th e term is very loosely
you can jump on the Net and
play either
11
only the best, most
Poker or
Blackjack
intense game available
and meet
11
over the Net!
some really
-Windows Shareware Games
interesting
people. Even if you don 't
applied here) who might be able to
win, you 'll be in for some lively
help you. You can go with Earl from
conversation during the games.
Earl's Cash-o-rama, Lucky Leon's Loans
It's So Real!
and Prosthetics, or there's always the
Down on your luck or perhaps
Provoloni Brothers. Isn' t it a colorful
flushed with winnings? Either
group of guys? Be cautioned, though.
way, you'll want to head to the bank.
Maybe you should quit for a while
And that 's just a button click away.
For your convenience, the nearest
ATM is down in the lower left hand
corner of your screen, and you don 't
have to worry about a PIN (personal
identification number) here. This cash
machine knows exactly who you are.
Deposit or withdraw any amount.
When you're done, a friendly "thank
you " message shows up on screen and
wishes you a good day. Entertainment

instead of playing on bor rowed time.
Oops-we meant borrowed money.

Feeling Lucky?
High-roller or novi ce player, Hoyle
Casino will keep you on your toes and
teach you something new all the time.
So save the cost of airfare to Vegas ,
Reno or Atlantic City, Hoyle Casino
has it all and more.

all the way.

Should Your Luck
Sour On You
Some days are luckier than others.
Should you find yourself in a situation
where your funds are a little low (in

Check
out
these
other
great Hoyle· games,
too!

Solitaire

Blackjack

Classic

Poker
SIERRA
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New Windows 95
technology gives
next generation
chess game
a dual engine
advantage
by David Senan

f you think playing chess against
a computer is tough , you're right.
If you think competing with a computer chess game, learning something from it, and still having fun is
impossible, you're wrong - thanks
to Power Chess.
Elon Gasper believes that chess software has
been stuck in a rut for over a decade. Elon is the
designer, technology guru, and self-proclaimed
"chess nut" leading the team responsible for
creating Sierra's hot new release, Power Chess.
"In the beginning, the challenge was developing
a program smart enough to play against
humans. Next, developers came up with an
Al good enough to beat us at our own game.
So what do we do now? It's time for a third
generation - a real revolution, the next cool
thing. And that's Power Chess!" he exclaims.
Power Chess launches computer chess in a
radical new direction. Elon has created an artificial intelligence that actually plays like a human
- not like a machine. One that doesn't just chew
you up and spit you out. One that practically
sweats when it's being beaten. One that might
get a little too cocky for its own good when it's

doing the beating. An opponent that's actually
fun to play against!

The Fatal Flaw of Computer
Chess: Computers Don't Sweat!
You see, there's been this dirty little secret
about computer chess games for as long as
they've existed - they just aren't as much fun to
play against as real humans. Even if you
manage to whip one, there's never really much
satisfaction in doing it. Computers don't squirm
when you're threatening them with checkmate.
They don't go for the kill when they sense they
INTERACTION
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Choose from a wide range of customizable opponents, or test your
skills against other Power Chess owners over the Internet. Tweak "the
guts" of the chess engine in The Lab, or analyze games with Auto Play.
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have you on the mat. They just slowly and
methodically grind the game away until yotr
want to scream in frustration and toss your
computer out the window. There's no psychology to the way they play the game. This
is the first thing that Elon decided to
change.
"It's always bothered me that chess programs never seemed to really aclvance
beyond the 'Crush the humanr paradigm ."
explains Elon . "I saw this as a challenge ··
Then in early 1995 Elon figured out the
answer: "I was brushing my teeth ancl thinking about all the cool new stuff coming in
Win 95. like memory-mapped files. prl'-f'mp
tive multi-tasking, multi-threading, and various other process and thread synchronization and communication techniques." (Yes.
that's really the way he talks!) That's when
Select from an authentic collection of 20 and 30 sets from around the world
he invented a way to develop a chess game
and across time.
that is both a superior chess machine and a
fun competitor. A game with both precision and p1zzazz .
know your style and your strengths during your first several
games with him. He adjusts to play at a level just slightly
"The answer wasn 't to use ONE chess engine ." <'Xplains Elon .
"The answer was to use TWO engines - running as separate
higher than you, making you stretch yourself enough so that
processes, communicating with a multi-threacled MDI frontend application via anonymous pipes! Ifs so ohvious'"
(See? We warned you!)

The Ideal Opponent: Povverful, Human, and
Sometimes ... Beatable
Elon built his first chess engine on a university mainframe
2S years ago. And if there's one tl11ng he learned from that
expf'ri<'nre. it's that these beasts t;ike way too long to burf
up tn tlwir best! So the first step 111 creating the Poll'er Chess
tPam was to recruit the best Pf c lwss engine available
That enginl' 1s the acclaimed V. Chf'ss, the program that
won th<' prestigious Harvard Cup 11ian-machine tournament
by be;1t 111g the most human grand
mast c rs ever!
Elon's ideal engine, built on the
WChess foundation, is based on an

you are constantly learning from your games against him.
It's also a lot more fun to play him because he can be beaten.
But don't get overconfident! As your game gets better, so
does his. He literally learns from what you learn.
Playing a game against the Power Chess King simulates
playing agai nst a human opponent. When the King starts
to lose, he gets down on himself and might become unable
to regroup. When the King gains the upper hand, he's liable
to pounce too quickly, As with most human chess players,
these scenarios often lead to risky maneuvers, if not outright
mistakes . That's the psychology of the game of chess. It's
your task to recognize these misjudgments, exploit them,
and go for the win .

intriguing concept that chess players
get better when matrhed up with
opponents who are better than them.
but not so much better that it's
impossible to win. This makes perfert
sense. The most excruriating way to
learn any skill is to be pitted against
someone (or something!) that heats
your pants off every game Would you
expecl to learn how to hit a baseball
with Randy Johnson throwing batting
practice'/ This was the first problem
that Elon solved. I le modified WChess
to rreate a human-like competitor. He
calls this perfect sparring partnPr the
Power Chess King.
The Power Chess King gets to
Elon Gasper is the designer and self-proclaimed Nchess nut" responsible for Power Chess.
SIERRA
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The Power Chess Queen:
Mentor, Coach, and
Daunting Grandmaster

simulates exactly
what it's like to
play against anoth-

But Elon knew that the perfect opponent wasn't enough. Power Chess also

er human, and to
immediately review
your games with an
expert player. This
is exactly what
multimedia is for."

puts you in the game by giving you a
secret ally, the Power Chess Queen.
The Queen literally watches your game
with the King and then, immediately
after the finish, she goes over every
move with you , chronicling your
strokes of genius and, more importantly, your mistakes.
The Power Chess Queen begins
TALKING to you as soon as the gan1e
ends, in plain English and with a beautifut clear voice, as she goes over your
moves. While she speaks, players can
choose the level of detail and the
tempo of the Queen's discourse. They
can even skip back and fortl1 with VCRstyle controls. The Queen illuminates
the pieces involved, lights their paths
on the board and diagrams the moves
for you. "People learn better when they
can listen, watch and control all at the
same time," Elon says. "Power Chess

By the way, you
can also play
the Power Chess
Queen herselfbut be warned: if
you do, you're
playing WChess

Spectacular boards and sets 30 rendered for monitor
resolutions up to 1280 x 1024.

itself, straight out of the bottle! She'll
offer hints -

but no mercy!

Chess Like You've Never
Seen Before
The combined power of the King
and Queen gives Power Chess its
p.otency. Using the unique capabilities
of Windows 95, these two chess
engines work simultaneously, though

in the Power Chess King. It supplies
you with a personal coach in the Power
Chess Queen. It's powered by the legendary WChess engine. And it lets you
flex your new chess muscles against
other human players through the
Internet. As Elon puts it with an almost
maniacal smile, "In the end we love to
play other human beings. There is
something about beating another

individually.
Power Chess provides
powerful tools for the serious
player, too, including variable
format move lists, editable
annotation fields , and variation tree views of alternative
lines of play, integrated with
the board display for quick
point-and-click action. Plus
Power Chess supplies dozens

User Power Chess to play, annotate and
analyze games together over the Internet Simultaneously!

of other opponents for you to
Sit in on seven of the most famous games
play, each with unique styles
and abilities. Or create person- in history, with play-by-play commentary
al opponents with customized from the Oueen.
styles, strengths and opening
repertoires.

Check Mates: Test
Your Skill ... Across
the Globe
Power Chess also offers you

the Sierra Interactive Gaming
Service, a place on the Internet

human , crushing their ego and seeing
them squirm. Power Chess both simulates and delivers that experience like
no other chess game ever has."
So when it comes to having fun
and improving your chess game, do
yourself a favor and let Power Chess
put you in the game!

for you to test your improved
chess skills against new friends,

Play the King, then get the Queen's expert
advice on what happened.

INTERACTION
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day and night. Compete for ratings, harass 'em with messages,
or tutor a beginner.
Power Chess simulates the
perfect sparring partner for you
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WIN95CD
Order Direct: 1-800·757-7707
www sierra com/games/powerchess/

Order any game marked with the
symbol. And we'll give you a second choice free!
Buy 1, get 1 free ... Buy 2, get 2 free ... There's no limit to your savings!

BUY 1 OF THESE...

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE...FREE!

Baseball Pro '96 + Caesar II + Eager to Learn + Football

0 Caesar II
Eager To Learn
Football Pro '96
0 Lighthouse
MasterCook Deluxe
M i xed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe
Robert E. Lee: Civil War General
Shivers
U Sierra' s School House English,
Math or Science
U The Incredible Machine 3 .0

Pro '96 + Lighthouse + Master Cook Deluxe + MixedUp Mother Goose Deluxe + Print Artist 4.0 +Robert E.
Lee: Civil War General + Shivers + Sierra School House
Math, English or Science + The Incredible Machine 3.0
+ The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain + The Rise & Rule of
Ancient Empires. + 3-D Ultra Pinball + Trophy Bass

The world of computer
chess now features
the most human-like
competition ever developed for the PC. The
Power Chess Al actually
adjusts to fit your playing style, making every
game a challenge while still giving you a
chance to learn and win.

Ten favorite games come
to your PC, including
Poker, Bridge, Gin, Cribbage and more. The exclusive Attitude Meter lets
you control the disposition
of your competition, from friendly
to downright obnoxious. Animated competitors
respond realistically to player moves and strate·
gies. Includes Backgammon and Checkers, too.
E!Ji~cy.w

The Lost Mind
of Dr. Brain
• L:.L:.
t

IL! .

0 The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain
U The Rise & Rule of Ancient Empires
3-D Ultra Pinball
LJ Trophy Bass
::J Hoyle Classic Games
King' s Quest VII
..J Outpost
LJ Print Artist 1500
Ll Space Bucks
U Space Quest 6
Ll Torin 's Passage

....... .... ... ........ ......S24.95
Sierra's
School House

Mixed Up Mother
Goose Deluxe

·:t.:.

Eighteen
t IL! 1..:
of Mother
Goose's classic
nursery rhymes have
been scrambled and it's
up to your children to
straighten them out. This upgraded multimedia version of the all-time
kid's classic provides hours and hours of fun .

No other learning
software covers second through fifth
grade English, Math
or Science so thoroughly. An interactive tutor guides children to
make learning more fun and balance edur.1 tion, exploration and entertainment. Specify
English, Math or Science when ordering.

M@l~lff1M l&t·SllB•l ····· ·· ······ 839.95

" • L:.L:.

The highest rated home-publishing power1
: •
L' i,: house makes it easier than ever to create
thousands of projects for home and office.
All-new version 4.0 features more than 10,000 full-color
graphics, 300 expressive typefaces, 1, 500 professionally designed layouts and 600 spectacular photos. Create greeting
cards, signs, labels, calendars and much more!
M?J!~•H·• ......... ..... .......... ... ........ ... ...$49.95

Get Print Artist FREE
With EasyPhoto
Get everything you
need to use your photos
with your PC in one value
priced bundle. Includes the
EasyPhoto Reader for quick and easy scanning and
Print Artist, the home publishing powerhouse ...... ... $199.95

It's the
fastest pinball in space!
3-D Ultra Pinball combines out-of-this-world
3-D graphics, realistic
ball motion, precisionresponse flippers and three
incredible tables. Absolute arcade-table feel
drags pinball kicking and screaming into the
21st Century. You'll be hooked in seconds!
Wi!J!~IH•*

Get the incredible features
of the original 3-D Ultra
Pinball with 4 creepy new
tables straight from the
graveyard. Features more
targets, tighter play areas
and faster action. Plus tons
of bonuses, trick-shot tips and
haunting original music.

Plunge head-first into
an insane world where
you manipulate pinwheels, dynamite, pulleys, even gravity and
air pressure to solve
fiendishly funny puzzles. Start with
150 built-in puzzles, then jump in and create
your own with more than 100 animated parts!

Mll)i~IH·•

l&t·Sl3•1 .. ........... .. 844.95

•&t,!113·• ..

I

••••••••••• •

834.95

Robert E. Lee
Civil War
General
Play the
GM, manage
the club, or put yourself
in the lineup with the
all-new Baseball Pro
'96. Real life physics,
high-resolution graphics and improved payability make this an incredible simulation of real
baseball. not just statistics
WIN 3.1/95 CD

Fight seven ,..Iii~('
Civil War bat·
ties against the Army of
the Potomac. Or take the
role of Union generals in
confrontations from First Manassas to
The Wilderness. Every battle starts with each
army placed exactly as it was more than 130
years ago. From there, history is in your hands.

.......... ............ $54.95

M1~131M

Silent Thunder:
A-1 OTank Killer II

Indy Car«>
Racing II

Swoop down in the
indestructible A-10
Thunderbolt II and dive
into 3 action-packed
campaigns with 24 closeattack missions. Blast
anything, and anyone, that isn't on
your side. Features incredible texture-mapped
terrain, full Campaign Continuity and an elec trifying soundtrack.
E!J!~f,.jtf.I ................................... .. S49.95

Police Quest
SWAT

The Closest
Thing To
Real Racing!

Get the
Thrustmaster Formula T2
with a heavy-duty ten-inch
steering wheel. a realistic short-throw
shifter and a floor console with gas and brake
pedals. Wrap your fingers around the race-ready
steering wheel and powershift through the gears
just once, and you'll never go back to joystick racing again! Choose a bundle with lndyCar Racing
II or NASCAR Raong and save $35!

Tllrustm11tar T2 I
NASCAR Racing Bundle .. .... ........ ... 8148.85
Tllrustmutar T2 I
lndyCll' Racing I Bundle ............ . 8148.85

.. ........................... .854.95

The all-new lndyCar
Racing II is the most
realistic racing sim
available, with true
lndyCar handling,
variable car setup,
15 real lndyCar
tracks and incredible SVGA graphics with fullcockpit realism. Run single races or a full
championship season!
WIN 95/00S/PowerMac CD

............ $54.85

NASCAR«>
Racing
Get behind the wheel
of a 700-horsepower
stock car and race
against the actual cars
and drivers on the
NASCAR Winston Cup
series. Enhanced graphics provide pavement pounding thrills in the
most realistic simulation of America's most
popular motorsport .

............. ........ .. .. ... ... $54.95
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Sierra Direct Order Form
List the products you want and complete the table below.

or mail this form in the attached postage-paid envelope

Product Title

EJ

Quantity

Platform

(WIN-CD/MAC-CO)

Price Each

Amount

SUB TOTAL
Please write in you r name and address below.

Special Offer Code

IA996

Residents of CA, CO, CT, IL, MA, Ml, MN, NJ,
NY, PA, TX, UT, VA, WA add applicable sales tax
Shipping & Handling (choose one)
0 UPS Ground, add SS D 2-day Air, add SS
Total Due
US Funds

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

El
D
D

Complete your payment information
and mail today!

Check or Money Order (payable to Sierra On-Line, Inc.)
VISA

D

MasterCard

D

American Express

D

Discover

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S.tate/Prov. _ _ _ _.ZIP/Postal Code _ _ _ _ _ __

Account no. (for credit card orders)
Daytime Phone (in case we have a question about your order) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ADD ONE OF THESE SIERRA PRODUCTS FREE

Cardholder's signature

When You Order Any Product Marked With The FREE BONUS Symbol.
Caesar II
Eager To Learn
Football Pro '96
Lighthouse
MasterCook Deluxe
Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe
Robert E. Lee: Civil War General
Shivers

Sierra's School House English,
Math or Science
The Incredible Machine 3.0
The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain
The Rise & Rule of Ancient
Empires
3-D Ultra Pinball
Trophy Bass

Hoyle Classic Games
King's Quest VII
Outpost
Print Artist 1500
Space Bucks
Space Quest 6
Torin's Passage
j

l
~

Exp. date

The Sierra No-RiskGuarantee
We guarantee you'll be blown away by every Sierra
product. In fact, if you're not 100% satisfied,
just return the complete package within 30 days
for an exchange or afull, friendly refund.

Everything You Need To Use Your Photos On Your PC!

Get Print Artist™ FREE With EasyPhoto™
EasyPhoto is the
easiest way to
use your
favorite photos on your
home or office PC. You can add
photos to letters, flyers, reports, school projects, family newsletters, greeting cards and
much more. Plus, for alimited time, we'll give
you Print Artist absolutely FREE when you
order EasyPhoto from Sierra Direct.

Plus EasyPhoto Software ...

EasyPhoto software makes it easy
to organize, enhance and print your photos.
You can create photo galleries for different
subjects, so finding your favorite photos is a
snap! And you can resize, rotate and crop
your photos with afew mouse clicks. And
you can adjust exposure, modify colors and
remove scratches to make your photos look
their best.
... And Print Artist FREE!

Includes The EasyPhoto Reader...

Print Artist is afull-service print-shop in
a box! And it's asnap to add your photos to
more than 1,500 professional designs. Plus,
Print Artist includes 10,000 full-color and
black-and-white graphics, 300 expressive
typestyles and thousands of special effects.
EasyPhoto Reader
PLUS Print Artist
SPECIAL OFFER ............... Only $199.95
WIN.CD

Special Offer expires December 31. 1996. EasyPhoto 11 a
trademark of Storm Software, Inc.

Just plug the EasyPhoto reader directly
into your PC and drop a photo in the unique
feeder tray for hands-free, goof-proof scanning. EasyPhoto uses advanced compression
technology, so your photos won't take up
much hard disk space.
o~

To Order,

CALL toll·free 1·800·757·7707

Pl ease men ti on Special Offer Code 1see othe• side) when you call.

It's Easy To Order!
Order any of the products listed below and you can
select afree product from the Free Bonus selections
listed on the other side of this form. Only the products listed below qualify for the Free Bonus selections. See page 51 for details. Quantities are limited
to supplies on hand.
Baseball Pro '96 • Caesar II •
Eager To Learn • Football Pro '96
Lighthouse • MasterCook Deluxe
Mixed-Up Mother Goose Deluxe
Print Artist 4.0 • Shivers • Robert
E. Lee: Clvll War General • Sierra's
School House English, Math or
Science • The Incredible Machine
3.0 • The Lost Mind of Dr. Brain
The Rise & Rule of Ancient Empires
3-D Ultra Plnball • Trophy Bass

BY PHONE: Call toll-free 1-800-757-7707. Our
friendly Sales Associates are ready to help you!
For the fastest service, please have your credit card
information and the Special Offer Code from the
order form handy when you call.
BY MAIL: Complete this Order Form and mail it
in the attached postage-paid envelope. Be sure to
confirm your mailing address and include your
check or credit card information.
PAYMENT: We accept VISA, MasterCard, American
Express and Discover Card (we won't charge your
card until we have shipped your order). We'll also
gladly accept your personal check and money orders
made out to Sierra Direct.

SHIPPING: Jn-stock items are shipped via 2-Day Air
Express or UPS Ground. See the other side of this
form for shipping prices. Canadian customers please
add $5 shipping for the first item ordered, plus $2
each for each additional item ordered, including free
bonus items. Back-orders are shipped 'best way'.

The offers 1n this issue of lnterAclion are not valid wrth
other special offers or coupons. All orders must be prepaid; no COD orders will be accepted We reserve the
nght to limit quantities. Not responsible for typograph~
cal errors. Offer good in USA and Canada only. CANAD~
AN ORDERS: add $5 shipping for the first item, plus
$2 each for each additional Item (including bonus
items). Canadian orders may
be subject to GST and other fees at Customs; do not
include these fees with your order.

Detach Here, Moisten and Seal

GUARANTEE
WE GUARANTEE YOU 'LL BE BLOWN AWAY BY EVERY SIERRA PRODUCT. IN FACT, IF YOU 'RE
NOT 100% SATISFIED, JUST RETURN THE COMPLETE PACKAGE WITHIN 30 DAYS FOR AN
EXCHANGE OR A FULL , FRIENDLY REFUND.
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Enter Lighthouse and
pass through an eerie
portal into a surreal
world filled with invention, discovery and
barely-disguised evil. In
search of a kidnapped
child, you follow a dark
stranger into a first-person
adventure of rescue and
discovery.
l1l1~j'J!jl~iff•I

The blissful life Adrienne
Delaney hoped for unravels as she uncovers an
ominous presence that
lurks in the passageways
of her new home. This
experience is so startlingly real, you'll live this interactive
nightmare as if it were your own . For mature
audiences.

Venture
intoa .... .~
spine-tingling firstperson mystery. Shivers
finds you trapped inside
the long-abandoned
Museum of the Strange
and Unusual. Ghostly liveaction sequences and frightening 3-D graphics
create an adventure that changes every time
you play.

... .... ...... ..... ... ... .854.95

Hoyle Blackjack
& Hoyle Solitaire
Get the all-new Hoyle
Blackjack and Hoyle
Solitaire together and
save 20%. Together
they give you hours
and hours of addictive entertainment!

Print Artist 1500
The most
realistic fishing on CDROM now features ten
photo-realistic lakes
from the pro angling circuit. Veteran anglers will
be challenged, but rookies will
be reeling 'em in as well. Fish for fun or against
the pros on the tournament circuit! Includes
Internet, Network and modem play!

This value- , \ONLY
priced
_
I
publishing
~
I
package features
~ t
the powerful tools of
\
Print Artist 3.0 including 1,500 beautiful
graphics, 22 useful
typestyles and 1,200 design layouts for
cards, banners, posters and more!

'19 -

M?l¢13•* .... .... ..... ....... .... .. .S54.95

MasterCook
Deluxe

Cooking Light

Mas erCook Deluxe
makes 1t easy to analyze recipes for calories, fat levels, and
other nutrition information. Incl udes more
than 1,600 recipes from
America's prestigious chefs and
the California Culinary Academy. It will even
simplify your grocery shopping!

"'•illiil "'

Prepare nutritious,
great-tasting food with
more than 1,250 delicious, low-fat, lowcholesterol recipes from
the pages of Cooking
Light, America's number
one food magazine! Includes
everything from snacks to complete mea ls,
all with an eye on healthy eating.

Missionforce
Cyberstorm'M

Design your
dream landscape, complete
with a 3-D walkthrough . Elegant sample designs, easy-louse drawing tools, an
extensive encyclopedia
of plants, trees and shrubs and much more
make it easy. It even shows how your garden
will grow and bloom over time!

Caesar II

CAESAR 11 >~
:;i

Sierra•s End-Of·Summer Blowout!
Go ahead, take advantage of us-our end-of-summer blowout sale makes it easy! You'll save up to 50% when you
order anything on this page, including new hits like Urban Runner, EarthSiege 2, The Rise & Rule of Ancient Empires,
Torin's Passage and more! But h~rry-because these deals won't last forever!
THE RISE & RULE
OF ANCIENT
EMPIRES

URBAN
RUNNER
Get the breathtaking suspensethriller that brings
full -motion, fullscreen action to
your PC with superior SVGA graphics
that truly bring the
chase to life.

\IAft

I

~ 50' .....-y"

Seize power and
glory in six ancient
civilizations including Egypt, Greece
and Ancient China.
The unique legacy of each civilization comes to life in a multi-layered
strategy challenge with endless variations and full support for network play.

II ONLY••••••••••••••• 327.50 II ONLY..............839.95
FAST ATTACK
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24.95

CONQUEROR

A.O. 1086

Go head-to-head
with up to nine
other players via
network or modem
in this incredible
Win 95 scrolling
arcade adventure
featuring THX-DR 112,
the morphing robotic
!'-"'~•
mega-hero.

Ascend to the
throne of England
in this richly
detailed medieval
adventure.
Command strength,
skill and strategy in
your valiant quest for
the crown.

I

19 ONLY .............824.95

•· I

ONLY ••••••••••••• 824.95
LODE RUNNER
ON-LINE

m n n EARTHSIEGE 2

Wage undersea
battle with the
program that
Computer Gaming
World said "Sets the
standard for submarine simulations.. .. " A fantastic 3-D
environment and amazing special
effects take you beneath the oceans'
surface, where the danger is real.

The new version
of the all-time
arcade classic is
network and
modem-ready
with 130 new
two-player levels,
30 new single-player
".::Ji!9"1'9!'.lllr
levels and more!

The future of
human existence
rests squarely on
your shoulders and
the metal shoulders
of your fighting
HER Cs. Battle
enemy Cybrids over 50 rivetwrenching missions-all _1!9'1if~r
with explosive action and
incredible 3-D graphics.
I

JI

II ii ONLY••••••••• 824.95
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ONLY ............. 829.95

SPACE BUCKS

KING'S QUEST VU

Expand your
interstellar transport company
throughout the
galaxy. To succeed you need
to design better
transports, secure
Off - alien landing rights, snag
.....-y" new trade routes and keep
your eyes open for interstellar
takeover opportunities.

Play two separate
characters through
six epic chapters in
The Princeless
Bride, the latest

' 30'

Fight grime and
evil adversaries
throughout the
galaxy with Roger
Wilco, janitor
turned space
adventurer, as he
joins farces with video
games, TV and sci-Ii
movies from the past
and present.

. COMMAND: ACES
OF THE DEEP

OUTPOST 1.5

iilil•fll!I

SPACE QUEST 6

Welcome to Strata,
where the lad Torin
pursues his destiny
in five worlds-within-worlds. This fascinating adventure
game features handdrawn animation, digital
sound an'd an original musical sco e.
A humorous fantasy-adventure treat
for the whole family.

;;;;Jiill THE LAST

High-tech submaDYNASTY
rine warfare puts
Combine the best
you at the helm of
of siuling space
a Los Angeles
combat and roleClass 6881 nuclearplaying adventure
powered attack
as you take to
sub. You have the
IAft
the stars to
con as you monitor hostile
defeat the dark
targets, destroy enemy ships and expe- ~
legions of Lord Iron in a
rience the suspense of authentic highdangerous adventure that
stakes war-gaming.
takes place on a vast space station.

Based on NASA
planetary research, Outpost
1.5 places you
in control of the
most comprehensive space
strategysimulations you can
play as you try to
rebuild civilization
on another planet.

TORIN'S PASSAGE

King's Quest
r.d--~~
adventure from Roberta
Williams. Incredible animation
and music create an
enchanting tale that
your whole family
will love.

II ONLY•••••••••••••• 849.95 II ONLY..............829.95

ONLY ..............844.95

The winningest
loser in computer
game history
131
returns in Al Lowe's
•11111111~
latest singles' scene send-up,
an epic struggle of raw,
unbridled rejection
and absurdity.

I

ONLY ............. 824.95

----

....' I

LBSURE SUIT
LARRY 6: SHAPE
UP OR SUP OUT

these great deals are limite
to quantities on hand!

Dtiilgebns&Dragons®

member as a kid wondering
hat it would be like to enter
ar away worlds and seek
agical adventures? Well ,
luckily for us, some kids Qike the ones
at TSR™ and Sierra) never grow up.
They have turned their childhood
passions into a new epic computer
game. BIRTHRIGHT" is the computer
version of the newest fantasy world
created for TSR's wildly popular
ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGON.
game series. BIRTHRIGHT is a
combination of a traditional roleplaying game and a strategy/ war game.
Players have the opportunity to do
more than just rummage through
dungeons looking for treasures.
Instead, they take on the role of
characters that derive their power

R

from the bloodlines of gods. There
is a delicate balance between ruling,
battling, and seeking adventures.
In BIRTHRIGHT, players are
put in charge of not only their
own well-being, but the wellbeing of an entire kingdom. The
ultimate goal of the game is to
establish your realm as the most
powerful on the continent of
Cerilia through chivalrous
conquests, clever alliances, and
careful management of your
resources . If you defend your
realm and manage it properly
(while dealing with the forces of your
opponents) you will be deemed
worthy of being named Emperor.

weapons, and headed out
to the vacant lot next door
for a mock battle," says

all of the action," he said.
What distinguishes BIRTHRJGHT is
the wide variety available. When you

BIRTHRJGHT R&D Head Alan
Clark. "Working on it's been
a dream come true for us."

go to war, you may participate in the 3D battle sequences in real-time or have
the battles played out for you. Stay in
charge of all or your domestic policies
while out adventuring and conquering
foreign lands, or have one of your
computerized henchmen take charg
for you. You can become one of 34
different regents, each with hundreds
of unique characteristics. BIRTHRIGHT

Battles & Bloodllnee
In BIRTHRIGHT, you begin
the game by taking on the
role of heir to one of 17 kingdoms, each unique in its
resources and opportunities
for adventure. You may find
yourself controlling many
treasures and resourceful
subjects that lend themselves to powerful alliances and an
indivisible army. Or you may find
things to be a little harder at the onset.

A unique, multi-dimensional adventure of battlestrategy and in-depth role-playing.
"We're all just thrilled with the way
that BIRTHRIGHT has translated onto
the PC. It's great to work with Sierra
because they are as passionate about
this as we are," says David Wise, TSR
Creative Director.
"As PCs have gotten more powerful,
that feeling of being inside a distant

feel like

world is much more realistic," notes
Robert Clardy, the lead designer and
driving force behind the PC version of
BIRTHRIGHT. "The technology gives us
the PO\ver to make users feel like
they're existing in and interacting with
the BIRTHRIGHT world."
Most of the BIRTHRIGHT developers
at Sierra have been playing AD&D
games since they were kids and their
offices are strewn with stacks of AD&D
books. "Not too long ago, some of us
put on some armor, grabbed our
0

also offers many options on the speed
and style of play, so you have your
choice of a slow-paced, thoughtful RPGstructured game or a fast action realtime game. The end result is unlimited
replayability, and a unique adventure
every time you sit down at your PC.

Whatever the case,
you will likely
discover that
things are not
as they seem.
If your loyal
subjects grow
tired of your
rule, they may
the awnsheghlin
(the inheritors
of an ancient
evil bloodline).
Beware the
Go head-to-head in real-time combat against deadly menaces.
manipulative
Rhoube. Manslayer, or your most
BIRTHRIGHT can also be played via
LAN, Internet, and modem. Play against
feared enemy-the Gorgon. Sierra's

BIRTHRIGHT is true to the math models
that are used in TSR's dice role-playing
game. The PC acts as Dungeon Master,
processing the paperwork traditionally
associated with AD&D games. TSR's Ed
Stark, one of the BIRTHRIGHT designer,
sees this as a key feature.

When reflecting on the evolution of

"BIRTHRIGHT has translated

BIRTHRIGHT-from a mere idea to an

perfectly into a computer game.
For those not already familiar
with the dice game of
BIRTHRIGHT, the computer

immersive 3-D computer-rendered
universe-TSR Creator Rich Baker
sums it up best. "I feel as though my
little baby has grown up, gone to
college, and won the Nobel Prize!"

version makes the concepts
very easy to understand."
BIRTHRIGHT is also a nice
substitute for players of the
dice game because the smooth,
dynamic interface and 3-D
graphics hide the dice rolls

Take on the role of heir to one of 17 kingdoms.

up to eight players and numerous
computer-generated opponents
simultaneously. You'll be able to play
against those same people you grew
up playing AD&D with .. .no matter
where they are in the world!

and paperwork that dictate

So do we.

.';~ $54.95
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Available Christmas '96
· ·· ·
\ ' WIN95 CD, DOS CD
• , .
·
.:_\.. . · _ Order Direct: 1-800-757-7707
_J ·
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='.www.sierra.com/games/birthright/
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Lose the

he Civil War was an epic
struggle fought over
conflicting ideals of
freedom , equality,
and states' rights . This
terrible conflict was,
in many ways, a young nation's
"coming of age." It shaped many
of the issues that still dominate the
nation's consciousness.
Those who fought had little idea how
great an impact they would have on
America's future. From the first shots
fired at Fort Sumter to the Confederacy's
proud and gracious acceptance of defeat
at Appomattox Court House, the outcome of this war rested squarely on the
inexperienced soldiers and commanders

Campaign Strategies
The full campaign recreates many of
the war's principal battles. As the
Confederate commander, you must
strike a delicate balance between the
need to win battles and the need to
conserve the strength of your army.
Battlefield victories will improve the
abilities of your leaders and men
through experience, and captured
resources will enable you to strengthen

. ..
~-·

-

:
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on the battlefield.
While no one single person or battle
determined the war's outcome, much
of its drama centered around the
Confederate Army of Northern Virginia,
commanded by one of history's greatest battlefield commanders: General
Robert E. Lee.
In Robert E. Lee: Civil War General,
you take Lee's pivotal role in the
Eastern Theater, guiding your army
through a series of battles that culminate, if you command well enough, in
a hypothetical invasion of Washington
D.C. (In any single battle, you also
have the option to take command of
the Union Army of the Potomac, but
the full campaign game focuses on Lee
and the South).
JNTERACTION
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decline in your army's quality more
than offsets any gains you have earned.
In Robert E. Lee: Civil War General,
victories can be a two-edged sword,
while defeat need not be disastrous.
Just as Antietam (though a tactical victory) ultimately proved to be a strategic defeat for the South, you must make
sure that you do not lose too much in
the effort to win a single battle. A
skilled commander will never lose sight
of the big picture. It is
far better to conserve
your strength for the
future than to risk all
r;r r··~~ ~
for the sake of marginal
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gain - in essence, losing
a battle to win the war.
Above all , to win this
war you must never
make the mistake Lee
made at Gettysburg:
risking all for a small
chance of gaining a

Chose your leaders and units to upgrade between battles.
your ill-equipped army. But be careful-the price of victory can be high.
Historically, the South's scarcity of
resources was compounded by its
shortage of men. As the war progressed, the quality of Southern
recruits declined markedly. The game's
designers have gone to great lengths to
recreate this. If you squander the
strength of your army to achieve a
greater victory, you may find that the

MAGAZINE

FALL

1 996

decisive victory against
a superior foe. This
gamble cost Lee nearly a third of
his army, and many of his most
experienced officers.
If you allow your army to be similarly
decimated at any one battle, you will
find it extremely difficult to win any
subsequent battles. But a decisive victory later in the war can compensate
for this. Whether you win or lose any

particular battle, you must preserve the
strength of your army for the future.

Between The Battles
Strong strategic and tactical battlefield
skills are not enough to win a war. You
also need strong organizational skills.
Should you replace a wounded
leader so he can command his unit in
the next battle? Will he recover in time
if you do not? What are the best
weapons for your style of command,
and which units should get them?
These questions and more await your
guiding hand after each battle in Robert
E. Lee: Civil War General.
As you review each leader, you must
decide whether to keep him or replace
him wi th another leader. Over 1700
possible leaders are included on an
historically accurate list of leaders
actually present at the time. The simulation also recreates several reorganizations of the Army of the Potomac
through the course of the war.
The soldiers of each unit will also be
affected by every battle. Each unit's
quality and experience may change
between battles depending on the
amount of action it has seen, and the
number of casualties sustained.
Once you have reviewed your army,

you must make crucial decisions
while purchasing weapons . Each
weapon type has its own cost,
which you must weigh against
its unique firing and hand-tohand combat capabilities. Will
you strengthen a few key units ,
or upgrade your army uniformly? Will you arm your cavalry
with shotguns and rely on
mounted charges, or give them
carbines, better suited for dismounted combat? Tough deci-

Using your captured supply, upgrade your
weapons in the armory.

sions like these can make or
break your army.
As the war progresses , more
advanced weapons become available
for purchase and this multiplies your
options. A big victory wins you great

stores of captured supplies. Convert
these into wealth that you can use to
upgrade your weapons.
Every battle demands a different
strategy, but certain tactics (if
employed with skill) can improve your
chances of winning. Aggressively seek
defensible terrain near the enemy and
then entrench, rest, and await their
assault. Use your artillery to weaken

A Guide to the Intelligent Interface

fresh enemy troops as they approach,
and use your cavalry and pickets to
flank the enemy line and pursue shattered units. Opportunities for local
counterattacks arise, but it is often
best to return to a defensive line after
exploiting them . Choosing the best time
for a general counterattack is the most
important decision you will face in
each battle.
The best way to preserve your army
is to avoid attacking too aggressively in
areas where the enemy still has fresh
infantry brigades. The first important
unit rating you will discover is firepower, but don't forget to compare the relative numbers of effective men in opposing units before ordering an attack on
infantry brigades. f'lghtlng an entire
campaign of Robert£. lee: Civil War
General is an intense, complex (not to
mention exciting), and deeply rewarding experience. The historical accuracy

~

of the game is unparalleled. The interface is so smooth and easy to use th
anyone can pick it up quickly regardless of their prior gaming or computer
experience. Finally, the pace of the
game is fast enough that the
player
will ever get bored.
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Random Music
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yours won't adversely affect th e game
speed, so you can play agai nst all your
buddies with 14.4K and 28.SK modems.
Ukewise, two computers of varying
speeds won't pose any problems with
game play.

N8twork Free-For-Alie
The office has long been the 5:00 p.m.
b attl eground for networked gamers.
Cyber. torm offers the excitement of
HERC c mbat in rapid action battles
at mak first-p rson shoot 'em ups
seem tame. Network games can be conducted in three ways:
• Teams or players against each other
(with or without Cybrids as an
added element).
• A Free-for-all with each player battling it out until only one is left
standing (again, with or without
Cybrids as an added element).
Missionforce: CyberStorm Strategy Guide

f you think Missionforce: CyberStorm
is fun against Cybrids, wait until
you try it against a living enemy.
CyberStorm in multi-player mode
takes on whole new dimensions in fun
and challenge as you play against
opponents who are much more ingenious and unpredictable than any computer-generated enemy. Best of all,
reaching out to crush someone is not
hard to do. The game comes with a
free Buddy Disc included-a complete,
second copy of the game-two games
for the price of one! Sierra wants you

I

INTERACTION

to give this game to a friend so you
two can hook up and experience what
so many gamers are raving about, the
hottest multi-player modem and network gami ng around.
Missionforce: CyberStorm may be
played on PCs with up to eight people
on a local area network (LAN, such as is
found in most offices) or with two players
head-tO:head via modem . Requirements
for network play are an !PX network
with all players on the same network
hub or node. Playing against someone
with a different modem speed than
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• Humans vs. Cybrids with the Cybrid
Force Level maxed to emulate an
Elite Military Mission.

Modem Battling
Head-to-Head
Because modems must connect one-toone directly, modem games can only be
two-player, though Cybrids may be present if desired. Modem play is head-tohead. For modem play, you need a minimum of a 14.4K baud modem or better,
or a "null" modem connection (if players
are in the same physical location). Two
players with varying modem speeds will
not adversely affect the play balance.
Illustration by Phil Loubere

11

I am extremely pleased that you decided to ship two
CDs with the game. Games are always enjoyed more
when playing against someone else.
-Michael Triplet
11

SlerraWeb: THE Place to
Find New Opponents

can also find players by checking out
the challenge rooms or leavi ng messages on the Sierra forums on America
Online and CompuServe.
Don't forget to scan the uploads to
find HERC configurations that gamers
have created and posted, or take your

Multl-Player Baalca

All multi-player games have a Force
Value and a Rank Level determined by
If you don't have a ready friend to dial
the creator. The Force Value is the
up, you can find willing opponents on
maximum cred it value of all HERCs,
the SierraWeb. So many gamers spend
weapons , devices, and Bioderms in
time cruising cyberspace that Sierra has
your individual fleet . The Rank Level
added chat rooms where you can interis similar to the Tech
act with others who are playLevel in single-player
ing your favorite Sierra
mode. When you load a
games. Check out the new
group, if it exceeds the
Missionforce: CyberStorm
Force Value or Rank Level
Chat Room at
that was set by the crewww.sierra.com/
ator, you will be unable to
cyberstorm/ chat.html to set
play in that game.
up matches for head-toLikewise, if the creator
head games and talk with
has set a Rank Level of 7
other Cyberstorm players.
and you have any technolOnce you've arranged the
ogy that was acquired at a
details of th e game and
higher Tech Level, you
traded phone numbers, you
must remove that technollog off your Internet connecogy from any HERC contion and dial your opponent
figuration before your
directly! You 'll also be able
group will be "legal."
to download the SierraLike single-player games,
sanctioned Missionforce:
multi-player sessions are
Cyberstorm tournament
If you end a turn sitting high and you become a sitting duck,
turn-based . A timer in the
guidelines in case you want
save enough power to get down before your turn ends.
upper right corner of the
to host a single game or batfavorite HERC and submit it for other
screen shows you how much time playtle royale that offers the fairest balance
gamers to use. Sierra will be posting
ers have left for their turn. When the
of strategy and HERC power.
tons or new HERC configs as well. Don't
timer reaches the 15-second mark, it
If you don't have Internet access yet
be surprised if you hook up with a playflashes red and white as a warning.
(and you should, 'cause Sierra will be
er for a modem game and they use your
All player vehicles appear on the batreleasing a lot of games that you can
HERC config back against you!
tlefield in the specified color. You see
actually play over the SierraWeb), you
SI E RRA
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''This is by far the best game I have played in a long time.
honest opinion, this game rates six stars out of five.
all players on both the mini-map and in
the main view as long as they are within reach of your sensors (which is why
strong scouts are such a good idea). All
players start at opposing points of the
battlefield.
Since your moves are timed , you must
complete your firing paths and movements before time is up. In between
turns you can reconnoiter through the
mini-map, send/receive communications,
pre-plan moves, and make minor adjustments to your HERCs and Bioderms.

and Force Value of the match you are
about to enter. Balance is the key. But
there are things you can do to increase
your chances of feeling the thrill of victory instead of the agony of defeat.
Depending on which planet you battle on, some weapons or systems may
be inoperative. If you have studied the
planets and know how the electromagnetic fields and other features of a planet will affect combat, you can tailor your
HERCs for that particular world. If, for
example, you battle on a planet that ren. ders shields more or less inoperative,

Making
Conversation
Players may send messages
(such as taunts or general
comments about your
opponent's inability to control HERCs) at any time by
pressing the [Enter] key
and typing away. The
Message Dialog Screen will
also display all messages
from other players who
have you in their communication loop. To remove the
dialog box, press ESC. If
you are eliminated from the
game, you may only view
the continuing battle and
send/ receive messages, giving you the ability to cry
from the sidelines.

Survive this heat and you c
drop the shields and pound on the

Multi-Player Tactics That
Give You An Edge
Because there are so many variables
involved in setting up a multi-player
game, there is no "one best configuration"
to take into battle. In general, you should
get the maximum number and most
expensive HERCs and 'Derms you
can afford in the Rank Level

buy your HERCs the strongest armor
you can afford and arm them w ith
weapons that are designed to punch
through armor. If your opponent(s) are
equipped with shields and energy
weapons, you gain enough of an advantage to massacre them in short order.
If you're going in with large HERCs
that are loaded down with big weapons
and heavy-duty armor, take a few smaller
ones that can move quickly.
Example: If you have
several Juggernauts,
you're going to want
a couple of

out and see where your opponents are.
If you don't, you're a sitting duck until
they find you, or you just happen to run
into them.

Smart Weapon Choices
When choosing between weapons that
fire several times and weapons that fire
once (both doing relative amounts of
damage) choose the single fire weapons.
Often you will not have enough time to
fire all your weapons if you have to manually fire them three or four times in the
turn (unless you use the Shift A command) . Don't bring specialized weapons. It is far better to bring general-purpose, high-impact weapons
and fire everything off in
one glorious burst (using
Shift A) and move on to
your next pilot. Weapons
that go THROUGH armor
(like ELFs and Thermal
Needlers) are especially
useful in multi-player mode.
Most people will cluster their
HERCs together, so having
weapons that take advantage
of this behavior with a large
damage radius can be a real
advantage. Some of the best
are the ELF Mortar, Fusion
Mortar, 280mm ATX, Rapid Sat
Missiles, and HOG missiles.

Concentrate Your Firepower
In the heat of battle, don 't spread yourself too thin or divide your HERC force.
A lone HERC can be a sitting duckwhich in multi-player game lingo means
a dead cluck. The more you stay together and concentrate your firepower, the
better off you'll be.
When possible, put your larger HERCs
up front to break down shields, use areaaffect weapons, etc., then have the smaller, faster guys move in to finish the job.
Just make sure they have enough energy
to get out of range before your opponent's
next round, or they'll be pummeled.

Pre-Planning Moves
Don't waste your fight time deciding
what to do. If you really want to put the
hurt on your opponents, get some practice at mass movements. Take advantage of the time between your turns
to pre-plan movement routes,
then when your turn comes

I just wish all games could be so much fun to play. In my
Good work, Sierra." -From: Freddric, Posted on: America Online
up, use 'shift-space bar' to move all or
your HERCs to the spots you selected
for them. The timer's ticking so make
attack and defense decisions when it is
not your turn.This will avoid
confusion later so that you
can make the most out of
your turn.

Let Them Come
to You

Kaesar, Maia) or if you don't have the
funds for training, Ma-Yuan is the best
bet because you can use Jack-up on her
more often than the others, increasing

such as Crow for much less, saving
your money for hardware.

Don't Bunch Up
Space your forces out so that area
effect weapon damage is
limited. If you run your
forces closely together,
then it makes a perfect
target for those multi-hex
damage weapons.

Once you do find out where
your opponents are, hang
back for a while. Don't go looking for a fight. The longer you
stay out of the fray, the fewer
you'll have to go up against as
the others will pick each other
off before finding you. find a
good hiding place and stay
there, then send your scouts
out to see what's up.

Tlme to Play
Time, not a hostile HERC,
is the biggest enemy in
multi-player mode. Games
are frequently won by the
player who completes the
most actions, not the one
with the largest force.
If you haven't played
Missionforce: Cyberstorm,

you are missing out on one
of the greatest experiences
the main body of your force together for safety in numbers.
in gaming today, be it for
If you have limited money for purchasher skills. If you choose Bioderms with
one player or many. When it comes to
ing your Bioderms, buy Ma-Yuan. If you
high Command skills, remember the
squad-level combat, Cyber Storm is the
can't afford the better models (Tola,
cost! You can get strong, stable 'Derms
ultimate game.

Blodenn
Conelderatlone

out alone, but keep

ers Team Up
"Red Baron ll's

physics are
beautiful, vvith
fragile biplane
frames shuddering
and tearing to
pieces under
high-strain
maneuvers. This

realistic movement, along with
its open play
environment and
powerful campaign options,
spell an almost
certain success
for Sierra."
-GameSpot
(vvvvvv.gamespot.com)
IN TE RACTION

hen it comes to pushing
the envelope on flight simulations , few companies
are as poised on the cutting edge of excellence as Dynamix
and subLOGIC, two members of the
Sierra On-Line family. As separate entities these companies revolutionized
military and civilian flight
sims by delivering titles
that offered more-sims with
better graphics, a higher

W

If you 've ever engaged in a PC dogfight in a WWI or WWLI aircraft against
crack German pi lots, then you 've exper ienced first hand the realism and
excitement Dynamix adds to military
flight sims. Dynamix is the pioneer of
aerial combat simulations with such
titles as the best-selling Aces and Red

level of realism, a greater
degree o f control , and more
involvement.
When
subLOGIC
became part
of the Sierra
family, their
development
group traded
notes with the
Dynamix flight
team on technologies and
their visions
of the future.
What resu lted was a creative explosion that is giving birth to the future
of flight simu lations .
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"Scary" Gary Stottlemeyer, Red
Baron II designer, is also a pilot.
Baron series as testimonials to their
expertise. subLOGIC has a history of
releasing cutting edge simulations that
provide the true freedom of flight in
civilian aircraft such as the original
subLOGIC Flight Simulator. Together,
this new partnership is taking flight
sims into the stratosphere.

To Take Flight Sims I
Dynamlx: Red Baron
Revolution
If you want to see where t he fut ure
of h istorical military sim ulation is
going, you need to play the upcom ing
Red Baron II. Designer Gary
Stottlemeyer is an accomplished aerobatic pilot and knows not only how

grace. Dogfi ghts are won by those
who can take adv antage of their ai rcr aft 's abili ty t o make a slow, tight
turn or t o stall, let their enemy pass
them, th en come up shooting.
Red Baron II features authentic,
flyable bi-wing and tri-wing WWI aircraft from German , French, English ,
and U.S. forces . You can fly
campaigns as a member of
any of these air forces in a
" live flight" environment,
where ever yth ing with in a
15-mile radius of your
location in the game progresses just as in real life.
You might encounter
trains moving across
enemy borders , wander
into a dogfight, or even
place yourself on patrol to

AVI tutorials give you the training to
make a three-point landing.
the simu lation 's 22 flyable planes
should look, but how th ey should feel
and respond to your control.
Whereas WWII and modern jet fighting sims move at high speed , the
wood-and-canvas WWI aircraft fly
quite a bit slower and with more

find a little "free-lance" action. With
the sim's advanced mission generator
you can fly an entire career and never
have the same mission twice. There is
no higher replay value.
The ability to fly and fight takes on
new d i mensions of realism with a
fully oper ationa l control panel and a
" slewabl e" cockpit, w hich all ows you
to look in all directi ons fo r enemies

11

Sierra Pro Pilot
vvill stand toe-

to-toe with the
best flight aims
out there."
-Graeme Bayless,
Producer of Red Baron
11 and Sierra Pro P ilot

11

When Sierra Pro
Pilot is finally
shoved into its
box and sent off
to market, it'll

be the finest
civilian flight
simulator ever
seen."
-Escapade On-Line
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AProducer's
Perspective:The
Future of Right
"What we're doing here is creating
the future of flight," says Graeme
Bayless, the Producer of both Red
Baron II and Sierra Pro Pilot.

Bayless is in the enviable position
of producing what many believe
will be the most exciting

sitting off your wings. Red
Baron II features an option
and play list that will satisfy all levels of gamers.
You can be up and fighting
with a few mouse clicks,
or organize a full career
with the depth and level of
complexity t hat hard-core
fl ight sim enthusiasts
demand. Take into account
the full range of exciting
possibilities that Red
Baron II offers and it's

A Slewable cockpit lets you view the combat
from virtually any angle.

clear there is no better
historical or mil itary flight si mulation avail ab le.

----------------------------------.....

flight sims this year. Most
the current Sierra hit
Missionforce: CyberStorm,

position to see just how
A true test of your flying abilities is when the
Baron gets on your tail.

subLOGIC technologies is becoming. ·on their own, both companies

have been impressive. But their
convergence is creating flight
models that will be the standard
by which all others are measured

for some time to come. What we
offer-the heart of these sims-is
the user's ability to scale reality.
You can take a perfectly modeled
aircraft and a perfectly modeled
virtual reality model and adjust it
to your taste, from level of interac-

aubLOOIC: The Authority on
CMllan Flight
While Dynamix was setting the
skies on fire with war plane flight
sims , subLOGIC was doing the same
for the civilian flight simulation market. Starting in 1984 with the release
of the Apple II Flight Simulator, the
flight product that Microsoft adopted
for their own on the PC , subLOGlC
has created a civilian flight
empire with the most elaborate database of flight

Your Ticket to the Sklea
Everything subLOGIC knows about
flight simulations is being brought into
play to create Sierra Pro Pilot personal
flight trainer. It combines subLOGIC's
informational power and expertise on
flight with the Dynamix 3Space technology to deliver the most thorough and
realis tic flight sim to date. The terrain
mapping is much more realistic than
any other flight sim. The entire control
panel on every of the four featured

information possessed by
any software developer,
and an understanding of
civilian aircraft, flight models , and aviation that is
unsurpassed.
Their 1990 release, F7ight
Assignment: ATP (Airline
Transport Pilot) has sold more

tion and graphic detail to frame

than 600,000 copies and
reigns supreme as the pre-

rate. It just doesn't get any better."

mier commercial flight sim.

IN TE RACTION

fl\ght and pilot's information, we

have created a humongous database. olover 27 million height references from

have the entire U.S. mapped out in onehalf mile intervals. We have the flight
dynamics for every major civilian aircraft. We promote realism in flight. "

Bayless is in the unique

the Oynamix and

other

coast, as well as the complete
coast
specs for 2,500 airports, and the complete city layouts for more than 20
major metropolitan areas," says
subLOGIC Head Mark Pechnik. uw e

recently the producer of

dynamic the melding of

MThrough countless hours of studying maps, govern ment data, fli ght
plans, b)ue prints, and a mountain of
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Every dial and button on the Sierra Pro Pilot
instrument panels is "live."

aircraft is fully operational-a feature dedicated
flight simulation enthusiasts demand.
And you can fly from
just about any airport in
the U.S. to another and

11

Dynamix provided the
perfect graphics engine
to allovv us to focus on
the sheer realism of
flight. It vvas a match
made in heaven.

see "real country" pass
beneath your wings. Lift
off from Seattle to San
-Mark
Francisco-or New York,
or Miami-in a Cessna 172 Skyhawk or
a CitationJet, and what you see is terrain as it would actually appear, complete with major highways and other
landmarks. Can you navigate an aircraft
to the Grand Canyon? Try it in Sierra

Pro Pilot and it will be there.
You even interact with Air Traffic
Control (ATC, a feature many other
flight sims offer as a separately purchased

11

Pechnick, subLOGIC Head
and many other important
considerations. The training
in Sierra Pro Pilot is so real
that Sierra and the FAA are
currently in negotiation to
give a number of hours of
flight ground school credit
to prospective pilots who
successfully complete those
phases of the simulation .
If you are an advanced
flight sim user,
you will find all

If Sierra Pro Pilot
vvorks as vvell as vve
hope, this should turn
out to be Sierra's
biggest selling program
Of all time. -MicroWings

the options that
make a first-rate
flight title, and

The realistic terrain comes from the 27 million
height references used to create the sim.

more. If you are a newcomer
to flight sims or just someone who has always wanted
to experience the thrill and
freedom you can only get
from flight-Sierra Pro Pilot
will turn you into a hard
core enthusiast.

Novice pilots go up with a virtual flight
instructor in the other seat.
"add-on") as you take off, land, and
move through flight patterns.
Sierra Pro Pilot takes novice pilots
from the basics of flight school through
full certification as a commercial pilot
in a 3-D, virtual world where everything
you see and interact with is live. A
flight instructor rides with you on training flights, providing instruction
through more than 120 animated tutorials that guide you through using flaps
and rudders , dealing w ith emergencies,
SIERRA
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AConversation with:
1~lli~Jlii j~J1~~JD11
tU1~JbW£Ji ~ ~D1~
'i 1 l~J1~~ B~JJJI
Interviewed by Joh

We caught up with NASCAR driver
Bobby Labonte in the offices
of Joe Gibbs Racing Team in
Charlotte, North Carolina. As he
took the time to hand sign a
stack of 300+ posters that
would soon be distributed
to fans, Bobby gave us some
great information about what
goes on in real racing and his
own tips for drivers of the
NASCAR racing game
from Papyrus. It's all
part of this exclusive

lnterAction: We've heard you raced your
first race in 1969. Now you don't look a
day over 30. What's the story here?
Bobby: (Laughs) I was racing the quarter midgets back in '69. I was five years
old then. Actually, I started driving a car
when I was four but I couldn't drive in a
race until I was five because that was the
rules .. .Man, I was a burr-headed little kid
at five years old.
I got my start in racing because of my
dad and my brother. (Bobby's older
brother is Terry Labonte, the 1984
NASCAR Winston Cup
champion). My dad
raced very little. I
think he realized pretty
soon that he would be
better off wrenchin' on

it went fast rath er than drivin' them. He
didn't like racing them as much as he
thought he would.

Your older brother Terry also races
NASCAR Winston Cup. Any sibling rivalry there? Ever find yourself pushing it a
little harder when you find him in your
rear view mirror?
Well no, not really. When he runs sideto-side or nose-to-tail, or whatever, then I
don't race him any different than I race
anyone else... He's racing to win and so
am I-it don't get faster than that... The
only time that things really run through
my mind is when there's an accident and I
know he's involved. Then it's for his safety more than anything.

We all know Joe Gibbs from his old job
as Head Coach of the Washington
Redskins. What's he like as an owner?
Man, he's great! He's here every day
making sure everything goes smoothly.

1991 Busch Series Champion &
Winston Cup Series Top 10 driver
Bobby Labonte and his Monte Carlo.
We have our team meetings. He keeps the
sponsors happy, keeps the money rolling
in, makes sure that everyone here's keeping up communicating real well... He
plays a big role. He's the sole owner of
the race team and while there's a lot of
owners out there that have made names

"whenever I got over there and
raced the Papyrus guys over their
modems, they pretty much
vvhipped my butt. ..
-Bobby Labonte
II

for themselves, it's exciting to
know that he retired from NFL
football to do this.

The folks at Papyrus tell me that
you've played quite a bit of their
NASCAR game. This true?
Every chance I get, it seems like
I'm on the computer with it. .. It's
not practice really. It's strictly
enjoyment. .. I had the original Indy
game from quite a few years back
by David Kaemmer (developer of
NASCAR). I drove on that game for
years and some or the guys on the
If you end a turn sitting high you become a sitting
NASCAR circuit had it. .. uh, in fact
duck. Save enough power to get down.
one of the engineers that had it
Khudari <General Manager of NASCAR
was Penske (Team and Track owner
game developer Papyrus> showed up and
Roger Penske) ...he showed it to me ...He
I thought, "Who is this guy?" When he
went to work on lndyCars for a while and
told me who he was, I said "You need to
now he's back to NASCAR.
sit down right here and we need to talk
Anyway, when the NASCAR game came
because I like this." It's that one time that
out, I was the first on the list at the comI
met him that led to a
puter store to get it. I just really enjoy
relationship where
playing it at night... mostly after everyone
if they had a
else goes to bed ... that's really about the
question they'd
I have to make myself
get off of it and go to
bed or otherwise I'll
be there all night.

They tell me that
you've provided some
of the input into the
upcoming NASCAR 2.
Is that true too?
I've provided
some ... At
Darlington, Omar

Pllotograpliy furnished by CIA/ Pllotograpliy

NASCARTeam
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when the NASCAR game came out, I was the first on
the list at the computer store to get it...'
-Bobby Labonte
•••

1

What's the first tip you'd giv e a new
racer regarding car setups to help them
impr ove?
A lot of it has to do with the shock settings ... that takes practice ... you only gain
it by trying one thing, then turning
around and trying something else. The
front to rear weight seems to also make a
lot of difference to me ... I've got all kinds
of setups, but sometimes I go back to the
standard setups in the game and twist
them around to something I think will
work better.

Bobby's boy Robert Tyler
(above), and Bobby with
wife Donna at Michigan.
call me because they know
I'm interested in what
they're doing. Since then, I've been up to
Boston a bit... I'm gonna get up there
quite a bit more when I get time.
What track would you r ecommend for a
beginning NASCAR driver?
I've had more fun at Atlanta than anywhere else. The straightaways are short
and corners are long and wide ...you 've
got room for error there ... Atlanta's probably the most enjoyable track to run on .. .
the setups are easier than some others .. .
the walls aren 't as intimidating as the
Darlingtons or the Charlottes or the short
tracks because you 've got to use your
brakes on 'em ... On some of the other
tracks if you haven't got your car set up
right it's really hard, but Atlanta's real
good that way. You can just jump into it
and go.
And the hardest track ?
Probably Sears Point... it and
Watkins Glen are the toughest
tracks to race on because we
only go to each one
once a year... it's different turning right
sometimes .. . you
just don 't do it week
in and week out. ..
It's pretty difficult
to do ; you don't figure it right out.
IN T ERACTID

Have the people at
Papyrus ever asked to
see your setups?
Not really... the advantage
I see that they
have is they get
to design and
test setups all
day, so whenever I got over
there and raced the Papyrus
guys over their modems, they
pretty much whipped my
butt ... I've gotten a little closer
to them since I've had to buckle down a bit more.

NASCAR game... Brian France (the son of
NASCAR President Bill France) has it.
There's a lot of them I know and probably
more that have them that 1don't know
because they haven't told me.
You've won a few poles in y our time.
What's th e real importance of pole
position?
A big key to it these days is pit position.
You get a better pit stall if you qualify
higher. Also, when you ' re on a race track
anything can happen ... debris on the
track... traJfic ... The fu rther up front you
are, the less likely you are to run into a situation ... Those are the key factors. Plus,
th e way that the competition is nowadays,
it's pretty tough to pass. There's really no

Are you driving with a
Competition is hot and heavy on Papyrus NASCAR
Thrustmaster Setup then?
Racing computer simulation from Sierra.
Actually 1got a CH Products
dominant car out t here. If you're starting
Virtual Pilot 'cause 1got a fligh t simulator
31st,
you've got 30 cars to pass. How you
too, so 1just use that for both of them.
gonna
pass' em sometimes, you know? It
I'm back on the Virtual Pilot now.
takes a lot out of your race car.
Do you play with other NASCAR people?
I've seen your brother in more than a
There's a friend of mine in Nashville
few races this year, and it seems that half
named Russ Thompson. He works for
way through the race he's banging back
TNN and we play together on-line ... a couat 15th place. Then be always winds up
ple of the NASCAR officials have the
in the top 5. What's the strategy here?
Terry takes care of his equipment. That
Bobby Labonte
makes sure he's there at the end. Some
with brother
people have that theory and some people
Terry (left) at
don't. He's not really pushing the car to
Rockingham.
the limit 'til towards the end when he
knows he can. Before that, what happens
if something breaks or if there's an
accident because you're pushing
it... well, you're not going to be
there for the finish . Waiting
back and finishing the race in
rt: even fifth position is a whole
lot better than placing 25th.
Terry does better'n filth a
lot of times.

You drive with the same drivers week in
and week out. Are there certain guys
you drive with that you get to know
their racing styles?
You really do. You race against them
every weekend and you kind or say "this
driver is not gonna race me
quite so hard for 10th place"
and others will race your guts
out for 10th place. Every race is
dilferent, but you do learn
everyone's characteristics to a
certain point.
Everybody out there is qualified. You
can run nose-to-tail with all of them and
stuff like that, but it's just that some guys
you haven't figured out yet. Then there are
other guys out there you gotta watch out
for. Earnhardt's out there and he rs the
intimidator, and you know he's gonna be
there. You gotta understand that he's
gonna try to pass you whenever he gets a
good chance. ome other guys will sit
there and wait for a little bit. Earnhardt's a
front runner and he's always charging out
there for position.

the year, those points add up.
(Editors Note: No one's more aware of
how important those few points can be at
year end. In 1992, Bobby missed winning
his second straight NASCAR Busch Series
championship by just 3 points.)

••Every chance I get. it
seems like I'm on the
computer with it... ••
-Bobby Labonte
You were the 1991 NASCAR Busch Series
Champion and now you drive in the
NASCAR Wmston Cup Races. What's the
difference?
NASCAR Winston Cup is the upper echelon ol the drivers. Everybody has that
feeling: Winston Cup is where it's at. You
go through the ranks to get to Winston
Cup. But you earn your keep once you
get there. I compete in both.

I can't help but notice that NASCAR drivers never have anything bad to say
about each other... Do you really all get
Most people don't understand that
along that well?
there's more to NASCAR than just jumpYou know, frustrations will get the best
ing in a car and driving around a track
of you sometimes because of things that
real fast. Can you briefly explain the
happen on the race track. Those are the
bigger picture of the NASCAR Winston
clays when you're hot and sweaty and
Cup, point system, etc.
you're driving your guts out. Something
Well, every driver wants to win every
happens and your first reaction is to get
day. There's not a driver out there that
ticked off. But it's just like anything
doesn't want to win every Sunday. But at
else-that's your first reaction . The realithe same time, ii your car's not capable
ty of it is there's not a whole lot you can
of winning that day, then you have to setdo about it. It's over with . So you better
tle !or second. And if it ain't second it's
go on your way down the road and forget
about it. No one's out there
to create trouble ...There's
lots of drivers that 're good
friends with each other.
Kyle Petty had a big wreck
this past weekend and I'm
sure he's awful sore. My
wife and I called just to
make sure - not to ask if
he's sore because we know
he is - just to tell him we
Even on good days things can go wrong.
hope he gets to feeling betthird . Or fourth. The way the points are
ter. That's happened to me a time or two.
structured, winners get a certain amount
Some of my best friends drive race cars
of points , the guy that comes in second
and I race against them , but they're still
gets about 5 points less. You get points
my best friends . They're guys I would
for whatever position you finish , but
trust on any given day.
unlike lndyCar or Formula One, it cuts off
at some point. 1don't have a clue what it
You've said that you might like to be an
is. But, ii you finish second from last, you
owner of a car team some day. What
can still pick up lifty to sixty points. It
would you look for in a young driver
doesn't seem like much , but at the encl or
before you'd give them a shot?

I'd go out and look for a driver that has
the potential and the ability to drive a
race car laster than anybody else. econd
of all, they've got to be marketable for
the sponsor because that is a major part
of racing. It's not just about finishing first
on the last lap. They've definitely got to
finish first in th e sponsor's eyes no matter where they linish in the race. Driving
ability is #1. Marketing is #2 but very
important because you need that sponsor
there on the days you don't win.
Personality and integrity are high qualities. I'm gonna end this interview by
telling all the young drivers out there
that. Even ii you never become a NASCAR
pro, work on your integrity and work to
be the best person you can be ... ls that a
good place to stop? My arm is tired from
signing all these posters.

Now the multi-award winning
NASCAR Racing is better than
ever. With seven new authentic
NASCAR circuit tracks included in
the box, the best-ever stock car
racing simulation just got better.

"*****"

-Computer Gaming World
" ... Simply the best racing sim
ever created ... " -PC Gamer
Watch for Papyrus NASCAR
Racing from Sierra wherever
computer software is sold.
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By Clint Bosvvell
here's nothing quite like the thrill
of strapping yourself into the lowslung cockpit of an lndycar and
barreling through a racecourse at
200+ miles per hour. Success or failure
can be decided in a split-second. There
is little margin for error. Experiencing
the thrill of lndyCar racing is as easy as
loading lndyCar Racing II from Papyrus.
But you'll find that as simple as IndyCar
Racing II is to set up and play (one click
and you're racing), it's easy to find
yourself meeting the wall more often
than savoring victory and the check-

T

tual lndyCar driver? Though there are
many major differences between
Formula I and lndyCar, I found the book
Competition Driving, by Formula One
World Champion Alain Prost, to be
extremely helpful in learning the ins and
outs of racing, from driving to mechanical set-up to strategy and tactics . The
information provided by Prost can be
invaluable to the virtual racer as well.

ered flag. Playing lndyCar Racing II can
be as difficult as doing the real thing.
That's because the game is a realistic, physics-based driving simulation
that bases your virtual race on the
same variables faced by professional
lndyCar drivers. You can't just jump in
the car and win. You 've got to drive like
a pro and set your car up for the track,
just like the other racers do.
So where can you find tips and information to help you become a better virI NTER A CTI ON

MAGA ZI NE

Steering Wheels and Gears
First, you need to learn how to drive
your car. Using a steering wheel set-up is
preferable, but many people use control
pads or joysticks effectively. With any of
these controls the steering is very sensitive. Take a few rounds to get a reel for
how much pressure you have to use to
make turns.
Start driving using auto gear shifting
so you can get the feel
of high-speed driving
before you add the challenge of gear shifting.
While manual shifting

Steering wheel peripherals deliver the
most life-like vehicle control.
FALL
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the game is a

realistic, physicsbased driving
simulation that
bases your virtual
race on the same
variables faced
by professional
lndyCar drivers ."
corners, autoshifting allows you to concentrate on accelerating, steering, and
braking-the other components of competitive driving.

Maneuvering
On oval courses such as
the Michigan Speedway,
you only turn left, so
most of your reactions
and maneuvers must be
based on what the drivers around you are
doing. But on the road
courses you need to
drive th e car on a line
which will take you
through the turns slowly
enough to get the best
and quickest opportunity Over-react and you could lose the course. A subtle

to accelerate into the
correction to the left is all you need to stay on track.
straightaways.
mum allowable speed, maintain
Before you drive competitively on a
momentum while shifting down and
course, you should first
turning, and hit Turn 9 on an inside
learn it. Most drivers
line so you can hit the gas hard as
actually walk the
you come out and roar right along the
course before they
wall into the straightway. Once again ,
drive it, getting a feel
practice on this diabolical track is
for landmarks, surfaces,
essential for the winning driver.
etc. which will give
them an idea of when
Underateer/Ove1"8teer
and how to turn and
Alth ough both understeer and overbrake and accelerate.
steer are und esirab le in you r family
Since you can't walk
roadster, both can be helpful as you
th e courses in lndyCar
drive an lndyCar around the track.
Racing II, drive it slowly
Understeer occurs when the front
a few times and pay
wheels lose traction before the back
attention to buildings,
wheels. This creates a drift in the car
Coming out of a straightway, try to be the first into
bridges, signs , brake
which can push you into the wal l. On
the inside of the turn. First in, first out.
markers, and other
oval speedways like Michigan where
physical details which can help you
you can sacrifice handling for speed ,
The Brake•
gauge when and where to take your
this can be desirable. But most coursWh en you drive a car on th e road, you
line on the course. Some turns, like
es in the game ask for better control.
want to brake as softly as possible to
th e series of short bends and chicanes
Correct th e problem by softening the
create a smooth stop for yourself and
(Turns 4-8) at Vancouver's Pacific
front anti-ro ll bar or stiffening the
your passengers. But when racing,
Place, or Portland International
rear one. You may find braking earlier
that goes out th e window. Since you
Raceway (Turns 5, and 6), can
can help as well. Raise the front wing
want to be driving as fast and as
be t aken in almost a straight
in the garage to add down force to
Jong as possible, you often apply
line, if you hit them at the
the front or soften the front shocks
your brakes violently, quickly
proper line and speed.
if the problem persists .
jumping from gas to
Oversteer occurs when your rear
Others are much
brakes and pressing
more difficult
wheels lose traction and you fishtail
down hard at the last
to maneuver.
the car. Smaller courses like Nazareth,
possible moment. No
Phoenix, and Loudon can actually
At Mid-Ohio,
matter what th e corner,
for example, the Esses
reward oversteer, but if it gets out of
from the Corkscrew (Turn 8)
(Turns 4-9) will make you or
hand you spin out. Control oversteer
at Laguna Seca to th e Esses at
break you (IndyCar drivers have
by doing the opposite of correcting
Mid-Ohio, brake as hard and as
named this part of the course
understeer-soften the rear anti-roll bar,
late as possible. Like all of th e
Madn ess!) if you don't plot a line
stiffen the front one, or add more
maneuvers and technical changes
through this series of turns and stick
downforce to the rear by raising the
discussed here, this will take some
to it. Th e entrance and exit lines are
angler on your rear wing. Softening the
practice. Be patient. lndyCar champirear shocks can help as well.
most important, because you want to
ons are not made in a day.
enter th e Esses wide and at the maxiKeep in mind that adding downforce
SIERRA
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increases handling but slows the car,
so try to strike a happy medium. Once
again, practice with different settings to
get the optimum benefit out of your
car's performance.

Car and Tire Setup
ince we're on the topic of altering your
car's mechanisms to improve handling
and performance, let's discuss a few of
the simple changes you can make on
your car to improve your car's handling
and performance.
The important thing to remember is
that a set-up that works for one track
isn't going to work on another. You need
to practice extensively and make corrections to the car on each course before
racing. Read the pit notes for each

and twists on the non-banked courses.
Various changes to the tires, including
mixing different sizes, compounds and
air pressures, can vastly improve performance. Practice laps can tell you what is
working and what isn't. If
tires are wearing unevenly,

through some garage craftiness.
Use smaller ratios on the road courses
where you rarely reach top speeds to
allow maximum acceleration through
twists and turns.

you can change to harder
or softer tires on each
wheel, or change inflation.
Softer ti res have more traction but are short-lived.
Harder tires grab less but

1 111:';;.;r-.":.:;i.,.,,.,

last longer. Less inflation
gives more traction, higher
inflation increases speed.
Changing the wheel camber angle from perpendicu-

lndycars are designed to hug the track. The more
downforce you apply, the slower they go.

lar to positive can _remedy
worn and hot inside portions of your tire,
the opposite being true for outside portions of the tire. Experiment with these
settings to find the best wheel set-up on
your car.
I I Simple
changes
make a huge difference in both perforIdeal gear ratios are
to your tires can
mance and life. Oval,
vital on road courses
banked tracks are all
with lots of turns.
make a huge
left turns, so a "stagOn a high-speed oval
difference in both with banked turns,
ger" change using
their performance you won't be shifting
larger tires on the
right side can make
much and you can
and life."
those sweeping left
use maximum rev
turns easier to handle at top speeds.
gear ratios in the top gears to gain highYour car will drift left a bit in straightest speed, although acceleration will be
aways, though.
slowed. But on road courses you brake
On road courses, tires get much more
and shift constantly, so you can
wear and tear due to the multiple turns
increase your car's performance
course before you go out so you will
know what to expect, and to get hints
for set-up changes.
Simple changes to your tires can

Remember, you can't just jump in
the car and go out and expect to win.
Practice makes perfect, and that is
doubly true for lndyCar Racing fl. The
game mirrors real-life racing, and weeks
spent in the garage and in practice play
equals wins on the course. Spend some
extra time learning the game and
before you know it you'll be spraying
champagne and signing product
endorsements in Victory Lane.

The screenshots used throughout this article feature the enhanced graphics available to owners of Rendition
3-0 Graphics boards. For more information on 3-0 graphics boards and Rendition technology, watch for the
hol iday issue of lnterAction Magazine.
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CREATING THE NEW BENCHMARK FOR SPORTS GAMES

Sierra InterAction Sports Exclusive!

1996: A Big Expansion
Vear for FPS: Sports

New Golf and Trophy Bass sims add excitement to
Multi-Award Winning Front Page Sports Pro Line-Up

W

HEN IT COMES to
sports gaming,
Sierra has
a fanatical

devotion to realism. You see

it in monster hits like the
award-winning Front Page
Sports: Football Pro '96 and
the new Front Page Sports:
Baseball Pro '96, a title
which could steal the
"Sports Game of the Year"
crown from FPS: Football
this year.
For Christmas 1996, Sierra
is preparing two exciting
new additions to the FPS
line-up. New Front Page
Sports: Golf and Front Page

Sports: Trophy Bass 2 bring

the charged intensity of pro
golf and the excitement of
competitive bass fishing to

A fanatical
devotion to
realism.
life on your computer.
When you want to create
the most realistic golf sim
possible, you get the best
designer in the business.
That's what Sierra did to
create Front Page Sports:

Golf. Vance Cook, the
original Links 386 designer,
pushed the envelope on golf

game design to create a 3-D,
physics based title that is
so exact, you can measure
every hole and clubhouse to
within inches of their real-

want real ism in your sports
gaming, only one line-up

Sports.

world counterparts.
In developing Front Page
Sports: Trophy Bass 2, Sierra
called on a whole team
of pro bass anglers.
is the new Internet
and LAN connectivity for fullfeatured tournaments
with PC
anglers
worldwide. If you
- LINE

The Return
of a Legend
by Clint Bos well

said
Dallas running back
Emmitt Smith couldn 't
get any better, that
UST WHEN THEY

J

the years of being the NFL's
workhorse had taken their
toll, he goes out and scores
a record for rushing touchdowns and wins a third
Super Bowl ring. It could
happen with the new Front

human opponents via a
modem or network in
live-action games. Whether
they're in the office or
around the world , you can
taunt your opponent after
you grind his quarterback's
ailing shoulder into U1e turf.

Man in Motion

All the excitement of the big goalline stand. You pick the
FPS: Football Pro '97 looks
angle to see if Pittsburgh makes that last critical yard.
as well as it plays. Realistic
motion-captured figures and
Page Sports: Football Pro '97
over 18,000 frames of animaSeason. And it's coming fast.
tion brings the players off
Slated for release this fall ,
the turf and in your face.
FPS: Football Pro '97 Season
Even jersey numbers are
retains all of the FPS.:
texture-mapped to put the
Football features which have
finishing touches on the
made the title a three-time
highest-quality football
graphics available. The
winner of Computer Gaming
stadium fields feature real
World 's "Sports Game of the
grass or artificial turf, which
Year" award. But the off-sea
can get muddy or slick when
son has seen an overhaul
it rains or snows.
The game play
is modeled on a
physics-based
Critics called them the "team to watch." Check out the team
3-D environment
stats updated for the new season and see if you agree.
-----where every factor
allow you maximum depth
find one to your liking.
of the weather can
-.
effect the outcome
The improved Camera
to fit your coaching strategy.
of the game. And
And only FPS: Football Pro:
Angle Management System
with Windows 95
(CAMS) gives you a view of
'97 gives you the oppor tuniyou can multi-task
~ l c......11·-I ·
ty for league play with up to
the action from any spot in
and run games in
30 tea111s, or play through
the stadium-from the quarPick one of the thousands plays
th e background
terback to sidelines, the
an entire career as you
included, or design your own.
while you work
cheap seats to the blimpwatch your prized rookies
(so the boss doesn't know).
which is sure to make
develop into Pro Bowlers.
all made easier through a
Making plays can be as
Football Pro '97 the MVP
simpler-to-use interface.
Bigger, stronger, faster.
easy or complex as you
of football games yet again.
That's today's National
The sound is improved with
want. You can utilize the
The most significant new
Football League. And that's
grunts , pops, and cheers
simplified Play Editor, featurfea ture of FPS: Football Pro
Sierra's Front Page Sports:
coming from multiple stereo
ing Play Wizards, to create
'9 7 is the option to tackle
Football '97 Season.
angles.
an 80-yard score every
As good as FPS: Football
time-like Lombardi 's
Pro '97 looks,
Packers on the toss
strategy and
sweep. Or you can
realism makes it
choose from the 10,000
the world's best
plays that are built-in
gridiron sim . Full
with th e game. It
53-man rosters
shouldn 't be hard to

------
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Major League
Power Hitter
options.
Finish up a
season as a big

VER SINCE ITS

E

release
earlier this

league winner and
you might see
your players
inducted into
the Hall of Fame,
win a Cy Young
award, the Triple
Crown, or a
Golden Glove
for outstanding
defensive play.

year, Front
Page Sports:
Baseball Pro '96 h as
been ranking up
accolades from fans
and the press for its
true-to-life baseball
action and physicsbased game play.
One look at Baseball
Pro '96 and it's easy
to see why. The
game has none of
the canned p lay t hat

Taiget

I

I

I

Whether you 're
OK

looking for the
hottest arcadeThe CAMS system lets you control the action from anywhere in the ballpark, from
dominates most
style baseball
home plate to the blimp!
baseball games.
action, the most
playing under Windows 95
Game to game, season
of the 30 Major League
realistic graphics , or the
to season, factors such as
gives multiple scalable
stadiums.
most accurate simulation
weather, ball spin, and many
windows so you can
What type of options do
from the beginning of Spring
others influence the outeasily manage a variety
you want in a great baseball
Training to the last Big
come. While the ti tl e is
of functions.
Show, you'll find it in Front
game? FPS: Baseball '96 is
Windows 3.1 compatible,
option-rich. Play as the
Page Sports: Baseball Pro '96.
Reset Mode

"Front Page is the
only baseball sim
that manages
to re-create the
physics of baseball
on the field."
-PC Gamer

Reset CAMS

Save SettJngt

Major League
Graphics
The realism in FPS:
Baseball '96 is equaled
only by the appearance of the players.
All the major MLBPA
players are here, even
Randy "The Big Unit"
Johnson, brought to
life with
motion
capture
and thousands of

So you want to knock it outta the ballpark?
Timing is the key to a good connection.

General Manager, as
Manager, or as a Player,
controlling every move
the team makes.
Or you can be the
Commissioner and
control everything!
One of the most important features in FPS:
Baseball Pro '96 is the
CAMS (Camera Angle
Management System),
which gives you the
power to watch and
control your teams from

SGI animations. And
if it's the
stadiums

home plate to the nosebleeds.

you want,
check out
the lifelike,
3-D models

ball? No other game
comes close lo the
same number or
type of league play

Do you like variation in your base-
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Champion of the Greens
by David Senan

S

IERRA' FRONT PAGE

Sports series has

crowned a new

champion. Following
in the tradition of the FPS
series' Commitment to
Excellence, Front Page

Sports: Golf is the most real-

istic computer golf game to
ever hit the links-bar none.
Grab your driver, tighten
your spikes, and get ready
to play a round with the
next big star on tour, Front
Page Sports: Golf.

A djus t You r Grip
FPS: Golf sets par for realis-

tic golf sims and tees off on
the competition with a new
true-to-form swing technique
called TrueSwing ·. You can

The featured courses are accurate to within inches of their real -life counterparts.

use the traditional Tri-click
swing method, but

TrueSwing offers completely
realistic shot control with a

revolutionary swing control
option. Start your backswing
by pulling the mouse
back. Launch it all the
way forward to complete
your follow through.
The speed and direction

you apply with the mouse
determines how the ball
moves after you've let it fly.
Imagine-a game with a goli
swing that actually requires
using your arm.
Finally, gamers have com-

A Nevv Co rse: Free!
Play the Coeur d ' Alene Add-on
The first add-on course for Front Page Sports: Golf is
here, the world famous Coeur d'Alene Resort Golf
Course in Coeur
d'Alene, ID. The
really good news is
that this course will
be included free with
a limited number of
FPS: Golf packages.

This 18-hole mountain paradise offers
varying terrain such
as the daunting lakeshore of Lake Coeur d'Alene, the
ball-hungry Fernan Creek, and the only floating green
in the world. Golf in the mountains has never looked
better... or more real. Look for the FPS: Golf/Coeur
d'Alene Add-on Course bundle at your favorite Sierra
retailer. Act fast and get 'em before they're all gone!

Vance Cook, the original Links 386 designer, looks beyond the
su rface to re -create the courses featured in FPS: Golf.
INTER AC T ION
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plete control over the path
of their shots. TrueSwing
allows players to navigate
doglegs and gun for the pin
with a fade or draw. Pitch
and run your ball up on the
green with the accuracy of a
pro. Now you, not some golf
engine, control how much
English you put on the ball.
Just like the real game of
kings, your score depends
on your accuracy.

the Masters in size!
If you're looking for other
Front Page Sports: Golf

players, check out the
FPS: Golf Home Page at

www.sierra.com. Here you
can find other PC golfers
who are just as eager to
prove that Trevino has
nothin' on them .

The Mind Behind
the Maverick
FPS: Golf was designed and

255-Player Tourneys
Just like the real game of
goll, FPS: Golf offers you
countless modes of play. You
can challenge a whole roster
of computer players in one
of 12 modes including
Stroke, Match, Skins,
Scramble, or Ryder Cup
play. But the game assumes
much bigger proportions
when you link up to a whole
lot of players through a LAN
(Local Area Network). You
can play head-to-head
against a single player or
include up to 255 players for
tournaments that can rival

Fade

produced by computer golf
guru, Vance Cook. Vance was
responsible for revolutionizing .the computer golf genre
with Links386 and Links386
Pro-true sims that established him as the industry's
premier golf game designer.
With a whole new level of
technology at his disposal,
he created FPS: Golf to set
a new par by which all PC
golf games are judged. He
left no sand trap or green
unmapped as he spent
months studying ball
dynamics such as flight
paths, bounce physics, spin,
and the effects
of wind and
weather to simuDraw
late the exact
look, feel, and
playability of
every shot on
each course.
Vance and the
design team
strive to make
PC golfers feel
like they're actually playing the
world 's most
comprehensive
golf sim-which
they are. The

INTERACTIVE

WING!

New Interactive TrueSwing'M allows the
most realistic swing control. How you
glide your mouse determines your shot
direction. The traditional tri-click swing
is also available.

game features
full 3-0 player
movement,
texture-mapped
terrain , and fabulous panoramic
views-so you

The new Chat feature gives you the power to bring a little
of that "Happy Gilmore" flavor to golf. No snobs here!
can look around to see if
anyone saw your last wormburner. Every detail of swing
mechanics, ball movement,
and course condition has
been modeled with precision
to make FPS: Golf every bit
the challenge that has made
golf the most popular game
in the world.

Makin g t he C ut
It's not
just how
you play,
it's where
you play.
FPS: Golf
comes
loaded

see if you played a round at
the real courses.

Hackers All o f ' em
FPS: Golf makes other com-

puter golf games look like
hackers. It's a combination
of 3-D rendered and animated golfers, the dynamic
never-seen-before golf swing
option, TrueSwing, and

These stunning
computer-rendered
courses are modeled
(literally) vvithin inches
of the real thing.

with two
of the most beautiful and
challenging courses in North
America, The Prince in
Kauai, HI, and the world
famous Pete Dye Golf Club
in Bridgeport, WV. These
stunning computer-rendered
courses are modeled (literally) within inches of the real
thing. That means that
everything you see
in the game, from
the bunkers, to the

beautifully modeled championship courses that make
this a golf experience like no
other. Whether your handicap is 10 or 110, Front Page
Sports: Golflets you test
your skill with the newest
maverick of the game. Just
remember not to wear your
spikes in the club house.

ponds, to the hot
dog hut between
holes #9 and #10, is
exactly what you'd
SIERRA
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On-Line Play Adds a New
Hook to Trophy Bass 2
by John Sauer

B

need to become a better
angler both in the game and
in the real world . And you
should listen to their tips

ASS FISHING. LIKE

NASCAR, it's
almost a way of
life for millions of

because these are a few of
the pros you fish against if
you enter a Tournament or
play in Career mode.

outdoor sports fans coastto-coast. There's nothing
quite like the thrill of
snagging a big 10-pounder

and getting a dose of aquatic
attitude as you struggle to
get the unwilling trophy to
the boat. Unfortunately,
bass fishing can be a
tough sport to get into
with lots to learn and
some pricey equipment
to be bought, and most of us
aren't lucky enough to live
on a lake. Until last year, the
only way to get into the
action was with a large
investment in time and
money. Then came the original
7ivphy fuss, which brought the
thrill and excitement of bass
fishing home in a fun and highly
realistic fashion.
Now for 1996, Fron/ Page
Spor/s: 7ivphy Bass 2 carries
the thrill of real sports competition into the age of interactive entertainment. While
the original Trophy Bass faithfully recreated the battle of
wills between man and fish,
..-- . - -this new edition

Catch Bass On-Line
and Get A " Net"
Around it

of tournament and partner
virtual bass fishing, which
allows players everywhere
to share in the fun, action,
and excitement of FPS: Troplty
fuss 2.

Pros Who Know
Hovv To Win
To bring the excitement of
the game to the next level
and add the real feel of professional competition , Sierra
..
has signed up four

adds the competitive aspects of
tournament bass
fishing to bring the
excitement level up
one more notch.
The head-to-head
modem, multi-play- Denny Brauer:
er LAN and
eight-time winInternet play
ner on the
options offer a
whole new world

B.A.S.S.
Tournament Trail.

INTER AC TI ON

Sure, playing against the
pros in the game is a lotta
fun. But FPS: Trophy Bass 2
opens up the playing field
by giving you the ability to
play head-to-head against
your bubba via modem,
against up to 100
players in tournament or partner
play over a LAN ,
or as many as 100
Brauer, and Penny
gamers over the
Berryman.
Internet in tournaThrough the over
ment play.
I 00 professional
Logging on to
video tip movies
Penny Berryman: a multi-player
included in FPS:
19-time world
game is as easy
Trophy Bass 2. these champ qualifier
as clicking a butpros deliver the
on the Woman's
ton. Sierra has a
knowledge you
Pro Tour.
Trophy Bass Chat

of the nation's top
angling pros to
collaborate on the
design and supply
insight into what it
takes to make it in
the big lakes. Get
hooked up with
this CD and you
find out how to
catch 'em from
Larry Nixon, Kevin
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Crankbaits get you down to where the big ones hide.
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Room where players can
find challengers for tournaments and on- or off-line
head-to-head games. Now
you can sit at home and
hook over the 'Net with an
angler on th e other side of
th e world for a day of fishing . You can find the 71-ophy

time of day or time of year?
It's all the above, and each
of these important factorsas well as a hundred others-were used to create
the artificial intelligence
for bass behavior in FPS:
Trophy Bass 2. Already, the
pros and press are calling
it the most accurate fishing
simulation available on a

Bass 2 angler's connection
and the Chat Room by clickcomputer.
ing the Internet button in
th e selection screen or by
FPS: 71·ophy Bass 2 features
ten of the top fishing lakes ,
surfing to www.sier ra.com/
in Am erica. To bass fans
games/tbass2/ and following
the links to th e FPS:Tmphy
thes e bodies or water stand
Bass 2 Home Page. This type
out like the most famous
NA CAR tracks . Imagine
of Internet play is opening
being able to wet
up new possibilia line in angling
ties for bass fishmeccas like
ing tournaments .
Lake Meade,
Imagin e a new
bass circuit that
Sam Rayburn
Reservoir, or Lake
would be totally
Eufaula. These
on-line, where
bass havens each
novice anglers like
you and I could
hold literally
Larry Nixon: pro
compete against
thousands of
fishing
's "all -time acres of water,
the real bass pros .
money winner."
Sierra is planning
offering unl imited
to host the first-ever virtual
fishing opportunities.
bass tournament this
Novv This is a
October. Stay tuned to
Tackle Box!
th e FPS: Trophy Bass 2 home
A top-rate bass fishing simupage for more information
lation like this wouldn't be
on how to join.
complete without a wide

These Bass Are
Real. .. Aren't They?
What makes a big bass bite
and what shuts 'em down? ls
it hunger, habitat, weather,

selection of tackle, and FPS:
71-ophy Bass 2 has a selection
that would make any pro
green with envy. Accessing
the tackle choices is simple.

Hey, Bubba ! WIN a Rshin' Trip!
ierra wants you to stop
wishin ' and go fishin ' with
the Trophy Bass 2
Sweepstakes. One lucky angler
will get the GRAND PRIZE: an
ALL-EXPENSES paid , 3-day fishing trip ~
on the lake of your choice from the ten
lakes featured in Trophy Bass 2.
One of the nation's top pros from
the Pinnacle Bass Team will be
your guide. You 'll also get a
top-of-the-line Pinnacle rod and
reel, Pro Team jacket, shirt and hat.
One hundred FIRST PRIZE winners will
,,.,,.......,.~,.,.... ...,..
receive a pair of H20ptix Polarized
Sunglasses , the hottest shades on the water.

S

p;ilfGCJg

To enter mall a 3"x5" card wit h your name. add ress, age and phone
number to TROPllY BASS 2 SWEEPSTAKES. P.O. Box 1301 , Coarsegold , CA
936 14. Entries must be received between September 15. 1996 and January
15, I 997. Odds of winning depend of the number of entries received. The
grand prize is one (1). three (3) day fishing trip with a Pinnacle Rods &
Reels Pro Team Member on one of the ten lakes featured in Trophy Bass 2
(winner's choice) consisti ng or one ( I ) round trip coach-<:lass airline ticket
to selected lake, Two (2) nights hotel accommodations al a hotel selected
by Pinnacle, one ( I) Pinnacle fishing jacket . one ( I) Pinnacle fishing hat.
one ( I ) Pinnacle fishing shirt , and one (I) Pinnacle fishing rod and reel
(total approx. value $2.500). Any required fishing licenses or other licenses
or permits. as well as spend ing money. wi ll be the sole responsibility of the
winner. The first prize is one (I) pair of H20ptix Polarized ungiasses
(approx. value $I 00). Ail prizes will be awarded. Winners will be selected
in a random drawing to be held on February I. 1997. Winners will be notified by U.S. mail. Prizes are not trans ferable. and may not be redeemed for
cash. Dates of t ravel and hotel accommodations subject to availability.
Travel must be completed by December 3 1, 1997. and must be convenient
for the selected Prn Team Member. Ta•es. if any, are the sole responsibility
of the winner.
No one under the age of eighteen ( 18) Is eligible, contest open to residents of the U.. only. Winners (on behalf of themselves and their heirs
and estates) will be required to sign a Release Form authorizing use of
Winners' names and likenesses for promotional purposes and releasing
ierra, Pinnacle. H20plix and ot her related parties from any liability for
death or injury to Winner or thi rd parties. For the name of the Winners.
send a self-addressed. stamped envelope to: Trophy Bass 2 Sweepstakes
Winners List Box 53210. Bellevue, WA 980 15-32 10, after March I. 1997. So
don't sue us, OK?

Starting with
three main eq uipment choicesLures, Rods and
Reels and
Casts-all you
have to do is
click or "drill
down " through
the tabs to select
one of 200 lures,
15 rod and reel
combinations,
or a number of
casting styles.
A good fishing
sim should give you
the knowledge to
be a better angler-

On-line chat lets you share the fun with other anglers.

Angler of the
Vear Kevin
VanDam: The
Young Turk of
pro bass fishing.

Sports: 71-ophy Bass 2
delivers. But the
title offers something even more
important; the
ability to share
one of the finest
sports with anglers
all over the world.
And you just
can't do that with
any other fishing
game.
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Painless Patches and Useful Upgrades
by Cindy Vanous, S ierra's Assi stant Webmaster

oday, we're talking software.
(Hey, if we were talking about
the grooming habits of hairynosed wombats , you 'd give up
on us.) The thing about software: it changes constantly.

If you don't keep upgrading it,
someone else will come along offering
all the things your product has , plus a
few more goodies. The next thing you
know your sales have dipped below the
popularity of O.J . jokes or corduroy
pants. To prevent this terrible fate
(th ere's nothing sadder than software
engineers sitting on a curb holding
signs that say "will program for food "),
you have to think ahead . As soon as a
product is released , we're already
designing the next version . The best
part is that upgrades cost considerably
less than buying the product all over
again. Here's how it works.

Print Artist
The current version of Print Artist is 3.0,
but what if you have version 2.5 or a
version from back wh en the product
was call ed Instant Artist? If you were to
buy Print Artist 3.0 directly from us, or
at your software store, the price would
be $44.95 for either the diskette or
CD-ROM version . But you already have
a copy of 2.5, so we should pull out
our established-customer cleaver and
hack a big chunk off the price for you,
right? Right! The upgrade price to 3.0 is

Direct Sales department, provide them
with the original dated receipt, hand
them $5. 75 for shipping and handli ng,
and we'll send you version 3.0. at no
additional cost.
"Wait!" I hear some of you say. What
if you were among the poor deluded
souls who were snookered into purchasing an inferior print program ...
kinda like Print Artist but not actually
Print Artist? Shouldn't Sierra give you
a break if you'd rather use the one-andonly Print Artist? Well , how could we
possibly refuse a plea like that? We'll
be happy to give you a discount! Just
contact our Direct Sales department
for information on our "competi tive
upgrade" pricing.

MaaterCook
If you have an older
version of

MasterCook ...
same deal.
You can continue
to use the older
version-it's
not like recipes expire. If you want all
the cool new features of MasterCook
3. 0, you can upgrade to either the
diskette or the CD-ROM version for
only $19.95. The upgrade's free if you
purchased the older version within
the last 90 days.

FPS:Food>all

Let's talk games! Do
only $19.95 for the floppy or $29.95 for
you have an Front
the CD-ROM.
Page Sports:
What if you
~l'lllrr-~~~~~~~ Football Pro
bought 2.5
'96? Would you
within the
like to see an upgrade to FPS:
last 90 days?
Football Pro '97? No problem: as long
Don't worry. Just
as you have your proof o f purchase,

contact our
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the upgrade price is just $29.95 plus
shipping and handling. Upgrade pricing
on all of our products is available only
through our Direct Sales department.
Wouldn 't you hate for them to sit around
all day with nothing to do? So call!

Patchea
So that's upgrades. Now, let's talk
patches. Have you ever wondered how
much information goes into one of
these programs you purchase? Well ,
for the average game, you're looking
at 75,000 lines of programming code.
That's like a book manuscript with
75 ,000 sen tences in it. What do you
suppose the odds are, even after
proofreading (or in this case, extensive
testing), that there might be a typo in
t here somewhere, or one little word
might be used incorrectly? It's not
inconceivable, is it?
That's where patches come in. If
we find an error in the program
after the product has been
released , we fix the file that
has the problem , put the updated
file on a diskette, and call it a patch.
When you install this patch to the
product's directory on your hard drive,
it overwrites the damaged file, and
replaces it with the working version.
Usually, if you see problems in one of
your programs, it's something on your
system causing the problem. But sometimes the error is in the program itself.
When it comes to patches, there is no
charge to you for the updated file.
Below is a list of our most commonly-requested patches , and the stuff
they fix.
Keep in mind that these patches are
not a magic wand that make all possible errors go away. Many problems are

due to system
setup issues,
not errors in the
program. If your
is not listed
here, or if
you apply
the patch and continue to
have trouble, please contact
our Technical Support department. They're happy to help you
with any problems you encounter in
any of our current products.
• Silent Thunder: A-10 Tank
Killer 2 - ST101.EXE

Corrects sound trouble, adds a
joystick calibration feature and
the ability to fire weapons without
having a weapons lock.

in DOS (install the patch and play
from windows).
• The Rise and Rule of Ancient
Empires - RJSE101.EXE

Adds significant Al improvements
and modem play for Win 3.1 users.
Fixes third level building problem.

MCCL33SF.EXE, MCDX33SF.EXE, or
MCST33SF.EXE
Corrects several errors and importation problems in MasterCook:
Cooking Light, MasterCook Deluxe,
or MasterCook 3.0.
• lndyCar - ICRI00_2.EXE or

ICRI01_2.EXE
Corrects yellow flag problem, race
order corruption, and understeering
problem. Also prevents the mouse
from being automatically selected
for controls.
• Torin's Passage - TORJNPAT.EXE

Corrects Error 47 and General
Protection Faults.
• Front Page Sports: Trophy Bass -

TBASS101.EXE
Corrects save and
restore issues, fixes
disappearing fish
problem.
• NASCAR Racing - NAS121.EXE

Gives realistic damage to computer
drivers, fixes all other known
problems.
• Gabriel Knight 2: The Beast
Within - GK2PAT.EXE

Corrects out of memory errors, CD
errors and occasional lock-ups in
chapter 6.
• Phantasmagoria - PHANTPAT.EXE

Corrects problems when playing

Phone: 1-800-757-7707

Fax: 1-408-644-2018
Snail mail:
Sierra On-Line Direct Sales,
P.O. Box 485
Coarsegold, CA 93614

• The Island of Dr. Brain -

BD2PAT.EXE
Corrects faulty message display.
• Front Page Sports: Football
Pro '96 - FBP961 l.EXE

Corrects crowd noise, lockups and
statistics problems.
• Police Quest 1, VGA version, PQ
Collection - PQlVGA.EXE

Corrects lock-ups related to highspeed 486 and Pentium computers.
• Quest for Glory 4 : Shadows

• MasterCook 3 .0 -

Where to get upgrades:

of Darkness - SHADOWUP.EXE

Diskette version only, corrects problems importing characters, error
messages and minor game issues.

Where to get patches or
technical help
Sierra BBS: (206)-644-0 112
SierraWeb: http://www.sierra.com/
CompuServe: type GO SIERRA
America Online: keyword SIERRA
E-mail: support@sierra.com
Fax: (206) -644-7697
Phone: (206)-644-4343
Snail mail:
Sierra On-Line Technical Support
P.O. Box 85006
Bellevue, WA 98015-8506
Please provide as much information
as possible such as computer type,
memory, soundcards, and things of
that nature.

We are currently working on

patches for Front Page Sports:
Baseball Pro '96, and Missionforce:
CyberStorm , and will post them at
the usual places (see sidebar) when
they are ready.

f you purchased lndyCar II for
DOS, and you 've now upgraded to Windows '95, you're in
for a treat. We've upgraded as
well, and the new version of
lndyCar II burns major rubber
all over Win '95! For an upgrade
from the DOS
version to the
Win '95

40+ Hottest Businesses
From Your Home
With A Computer!

I

version
only, send
back your disks and game manual , and we'll send you th e new
version for only $15.00. We'll
pay the shipping and handling,
so it's $15 for everything! Send
your disks and documentation,
plus that check or money order
for $15, to Sierra On-Line Direct
Sales, P.O. Box 485, Coarsegold,
CA, 93614.

Special FREE Report On
• What home businesses are workingwhere • What equipment you will need
and where to get it • What you will do •
Whid1 businesses you can start part time
and retain your present job • What your
costs will be • Where you can get financing • Where to get training • How to
market yourself, your services and products when you work from your home •
What your potential is for growth.

Call 1-800-343-8014, ext. 4152
... For this new FREE special report
and cassette tapes.
Our World Wide Web Home Page address
is http://www.cbsinet.com
SIERRA
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ATTRACTIONS
Warning: On the following pages, you'll
find information on a lot of great games
you're gonna want real bad. But don't
put them on your Christmas list. At least
not for this Christmas. These games are
all shipping in 1997, and some of them
may not be available until 1998. If you
are without infinite patience, you'd best
skip these pages.

King's Quest:

The Mask
of Eternity
"What we're doing is creating a whole new
gaming technology." -Roberta Williams

by John Sauer
ne look and you know that this
isn't just the next King 's Quest
title. Gone are the animated ,
comic-style graphics and Disney-

0

esque characters. The Mask of Eternity
bears little resemblance to its predecessors. You could say it is adventure
gaming at the next level.
No one can deny that the King's Quest
series is the most influential series of
adventure games ever to be released.
Throughout the years, millions of players
world-wide have been captivated by
Roberta Williams' worlds of fantasy and
myth. Her unique mastery of weaving
story and game play into high
adventure has set standards by
sured . In each

King's Quest
title she has

Connor mac Lyrr takes in the panoramic view of a river of lava in the lands
of fire. Getting across could be a big problem.
established stereotypes, exploring human values and ethics, and
pushing the outer li mits of technology
to create new experi ences for players.
Now Williams is again creating new

has worked so
hard to establish.
King's Quest: The Mask of
Eternity is a title unli ke anything ever created. This is the
most interactive and immersive
adventure game Sierra has ever

released, featuring revolutionary technologies that until now have never
been used in an adventure game. Will
it bear hall marks o f the King Quest
series such as the Kingdom of
Daventry? Yes. Does the game carry
the same sense of wonder and high
adventure that made the series so

much fun? Most definitely. But Mask
of Eternity will come to life with a look,
interface, and feel that is much more
real than any title you 've ever played .

Kingdom of Daventry as Connor mac
Lyrr (the son of a fisherman) , who
alone has been passed over by an evil
spell that has turned every mortal
inhabitant to stone. Connor must find a
way to restore them to flesh and blood .
At the heart of the dilemma is Th e
Mask of Eternity, which was broken into
seven pieces and scattered by the
Cosmic Winds to seven different lands
at the moment of Connor's birth. A

The Future of Gaming
One of the most noticeable differences
between The Mask of Eternity and earlier
titles is the highly rendered, almost
"live" quality of the world, characters,
and creatures you encounter. The
realms were created in 3-Space, a powerful software tool that is commonly used
to develop finely detailed backgrounds
for cutting-edge flight simulations.

piece of the Mask touched Connor as
he was born, leaving a vivid scar on his
cheek. He carries this scar as an adult a sign that he has been marked for

Adapting this technology with the
use of multiple camera angles gives the
game 3-D perspectives few other titles
can match. "We 're even creating our
own version of 3-Space for doing interi-

greatness. The quest to find the seven
pieces of the Mask and restore them to
the Island Temple is his destiny. Only
by accomplishing this can he end the
chaos that now rules the land.

ors such as caves, castles, and fo rests.
We 're not just creating a new kind of
King's Quest," says Williams. "What
we're doing is creating a whole new
gaming technology."
One of the most telling marks of the
King's Quest games is the feverish intensity with which Roberta designs her
worlds of fantasy. These diagrams often
cover an entire tabletop and are filled
with so many detailed maps and
sketches, that following the interweaving of their paths is almost like reading
a story. The world of King's Quest: The
Mask of Eternity reaches from the sunless Underworld of the living dead
through the alchemical plains of Earth ,
Air, Water, and Fire, into the ether of
the Celestial Realm-and even to a
dark, myster ious is land temple.

Moral Choices
Frost Demons inhabit the higher
reaches of their domain. They are
not sociable and hate intruders.
immersive game environment is shared
by her husband , Sierra CEO Ken
Williams. After reviewing the direction
the PC gaming industry was moving
toward, they decided to bypass the
gradual move into dimensional game
play and forge headlong into future:
real-time 3-D games that offer the reality
of a live-action game but with the openended sense of adventure and exploration that comes from within a 3-D
world. With the game's release planned
a year and a half from now, it will take
that long for computers with 3-D accelerator hardware to be readi ly affordable.

pletely 3-D,

A World of Many Realms
The Mask of Eternity is no mere sword
and sorcery adventure. You enter the

In dealing with the challenges of finding
the seven pieces of The Mask of
Eternity, the title gives you more ethical
choices than ever before. A prime
example is the potential to destroy
some of the evil , magical beasts that
get in your way - a mode of behavior
that was not included in previous
games. "If this was the real world , you
might have to actually fight and kill an
enemy," says Williams. "In The Mask of
Eternity there are seven instances
where you must mortally defeat a monster before you can proceed."
Due out for Christmas 1997, King's
Quest: The Mask of Eternity is sure to
set a new benchmark for adventure. If
you are a King 's Quest fan , this is the
definitive King's Quest game. Stay
tuned to the next issue of lnterAction
for a look into the realms of The Mask
of Eternity.

Christmas 1997!?!? Yikes ! But it'll be
worth the wait. It always is when
Roberta Williams goes back to the
drawing board to redesign the future of
adventure games. While you're waiting,
you may also want to save your pennies.
Word is that this game will be so big it'll
only run on a Pentium. You'll likely need
a new computer to play this one.
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A TT RAC::: TI D N S
Ex-Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl
Gates continues to be one of the most
controversial men alive, but there's no
denying that his Police Duestgames are
among the bestselling in the world.
With Police Quest: SWAT still riding
high on the charts, we sent writer John
Sauer to get an update on the SWAT
sequel already in progress.

Daryl F. Gates: Police Quest

SWAT2
Who Will You Be:
Top Cop or Top Terrorist?

by John Sauer
t's been a year since Sierra released
the first computer simulation ever to
give players hands-on experience in

I

the adrenaline-pumping world of the
LAPD SWAT Team with Police Quest:
SWAT. Designed by Daryl F. Gates, the
creator of the original SWAT team in the
1960's, SWAT is so accurate that it has
since become mandatory training for
police units all across the country.
Police Quest: SWAT puts you through
the training programs of this elite crime
fighting force, then pits you against a
series of life-or-death missions geared
to advance your career as a law
enforcement officer.
Only one man and one company
could team up to create a second SWAT
game. Sierra and Daryl Gates have
joined forces once again to draw you
deeply into the life on the edge with
Police Quest: SWAT 2. Based on the
intense, life-or-death world of law
enforcement first profiled in SWAT, the
upcoming Police Quest: SWAT 2 brings
you closer to the action with the ability
to play 30 missions as both the Chief or
as the Element Leader, the two most
important positions in a SWAT team.
SWAT 2 is much more than a police
tactical simulation. It delivers the realtime urgency and excitement of an
action game with the complexity and
attention to detail of a strategy game.

Former LA Police Chief Daryl Gates with SWAT Co-designer Susan Fris
in the preparations for these security
operations that Gates gained expertise in

Real Ufe Dramas

the area of Terrorism and countertactics.
This expertise is built into the coming
SWAT simulation in a

ridden streets of LA. Where the

most original way.
SWAT 2 strikes a
major first by allowing
you to delve deep into
the criminal mind.
Though you play the
first half of the game

Look Into The
Mind of A Terrortst

"straight," as a SWAT
team Chief or Element
Leader, you have the
option to play the last
half of the game as the
leader of the terrorist

Though Chief Gates is best known for his
role as the man in charge during the
Watts Riots of 1965 and the Los Angeles
riots of 1993, his largest scale security
operations were actually during the Los
Angeles Olympic Games of 1984. It was

group that you
encounter throughout the missions.
Take this tact and you may find yourself
asking the question, "Am I good enough
to go up against one of the finest SWAT
teams in the nation?"
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Get careless on the job and BANG ! You're dead. That's
the job when you join an elite SWAT unit.
it takes to become one of the elite SWAT
team, SWAT 2 takes you straight into the
action. The game's 30 missions are
taken from actual LAPD SWAT call-ups
and range from a rural Freemen-type sit-

uation featuring a lot of negotiations to
terrorists holding passengers hostage in
a jet on a runway, to strange twists of
fate such as a 7-11 owner who has
cracked and is holding hostage the gunman who tried to rob his store.

Cat and Mouse On-Une
This game will be designed and coded
to support network and on-line play.
In multi-player games, each player will
direct the action of either a SWAT element (5+ officers) or a group of terrorists.
In a life or death game of cat and mouse,
either the SWAT officers will capture or
kill the terrorists, or the terrorists will kill
the officers and make good their escape.
SWAT 2 will also support user<reated

a location with suspects with customtailored Al personalities. The location
can be barricaded or booby-trapped.
Players can also design an element and
then try to beat that as a suspect.

Ml. .lona baaed on real
LAPD SWAT call-upa.
• Thirty missions (15 playable from terrorist or SWAT perspective).
• Non-player characters with artificial
intelligence and "personalities" that
are different every time you play.
• Real-time game with slider so that the
player can control game speed (ie: 1
game minute = 5 real minutes).
• On-line hints from former LA Chief
Daryl Gates himself.

The triumph of Shivers shows that great
games can still make it big even
against the most heavily hyped releases.
Shivers arrived in stores about the
same time as huge Christmas releases
like Phantasmagoria and The Eleventh
Hour. The competition might have
crushed a weaker game, but that's not
what happened ...

A TT RAC::: TI 0 N S
Winning every Ii• in '"head-to-head•
comparisons with the other holiday
horror releases, Shivets became the
· word of mouthwhit game of '96. A year
later, it's still a hot seller. Now
Designer Marcia Bales and the Shivets
team are hard at work on a new game
to build on the Shivets success story.

Sierra Prepping New

Shivers II
Sequel to the Sleeper Hit That
Has the On-Line World Talking
hard to assure that Shivers U will keep
you playing for hours on end with even
more of the excitement and suspense that
made the first Shivers such a success.
If you enjoy games that take you to
the edge and leave you hanging there
for hours at a time, and a challenge
that will keep you playing well into the
darkest hours of the night, then preorder a copy of Shivers fl from your
retailer now, or watch for the first release
of Shivers U in early 1997.

The mystery begins with a dark mysterious figure in an old ghost town.

W

elcome to the Cyclone
Motel. You can check in any
time you like, but you can
never leave ... Or can you?
ln Shivers [f, you find yourself in the
deserted town of Cyclone, AZ. An eerie
feeling of uneasiness surrounds you as you
search for your missing friends. Search
the town for clues to
the dark secrets that
no one in Cyclone
wants to share
with you. As the

moves you make. Maybe the
ancient kachinas, the spirit messengers of the Pueblo Indians,
will help you on your quest. But
don't be fooled by the evil
Darkcloud. This deceptive spirit
can be anyone or anything, and is
always close behind you.
Darkcloud? Solve
the mysteries by

You won't believe the truly creepy tales you
get from this crypt.

den messages,
collecting
prayer

game progresses you find the

keeping a clear
head against the
mystic powers of

if someone is watching
your every step.
The intricate story
evolves differently,
depending on the

you are careless, you
may jeopardize the life
of your friends and yourexploiting your mistakes.
Designer Marcia Bales and the
Shivers team have been working
FALL
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This bakery looks like something out of the
Twilight Zone and the game plays like it too.

It seems like the k.a.a. factor has taken
hold throughout the many development
groups of the Sierra family. (See article
on k.a.a on page 55.) A group of
Impressions developers have actually
moved out of their offices in their
search for fresh new acti on. Get a load
of what they have in store for early 1997.

T

t doesn't have a name yet. The game
developers are keeping the juicier details
under wraps, and are guarding the storyline like a rottweiler guards a bone. But
what they can tell you ls that the game ls
going to be "4-F" (fresh, fun, fast &fm1ous).

I

Sierra doesn't often let games get this far
into development without having all the
details on little things like names, plots, and
complete designs, but when you're encouraging designers to do something new and
different, change is a good thing. The
Impressions developers have actually carried the idea to the extreme. They moved
into secluded offices so they could create
this hot new game free from the prying eyes
of management.
At this point, what we can tell you is that
the game play will have a lot in common

Sierra is completely revamping the way
adventure games look and play, and

Cloak w i ll showcase the mind-blowing
new technology. Be a part of the Cloak
Revolution. DON'T WAIT. Join up w ith
the Cloak Agents !

Hardcore

Action

Set

To Explode
with Choplifter in tl1at you must rescue
hostages from alien territory. And
like Lemmings, they follow you
wherever you go. The longer the line
of hostages, the more you must plan.
Turn around while you are blasting
aliens and you could wipe out the
folks you came to save. The bad guys
are space aliens, the combat is 3-D
isometric overhead view, and the
multi-player option is sure to turn
some heads. Think of it as a thinking
man's shooting game.
When the developers show oil
what they have so far, iliere's lots of
explosions, hostage rescuing, and
enough awesome mayhem to keep
every action gaming fan happy. Next
issue we'll even tell you the name!

Can you keep a group of hostages alive
through th is explosive encounter?

Pioneering New Technology

c Ioak:

The Naked Mind

Cutting-Edge Game Play Meets
Intergalactic Intrigue and Espionage

W

way to make a computer do many different things at once, so you can play
one aspect of the title while another
loads. There is no waiting on game play.
Cloak sports an exciting new triple-

the Sierra Web . You can also follow a
link to join the Cloak Agents . As a
member of this elite cadre you'll

robot on the surface of the alien "Bulb"
planet. You must discover if the aliens
have the technology to enslave your
planet, then carry out a little covert
espionage. Remote control has never
been so much fun.

window interface th at lets you engage
in three distinct activities at once.
You can, for instance, spy through a
camera you 've planted while exploring the abandoned mines of Baccos
and consulting a
map. To read the

Cloak. Joining is free
and you get a monthly
electron ic newsletter.

elcome to a world of inter-

galactic intrigue. The
upcoming Cloak: The Naked
Mind drops you into the role
of a spy who's been cyberwired to a

Cloak pioneers
new game technology that takes advantage of the
Windows 95 multithreading technique. Multi-threading is a clever 32-bit

Cloak backstory
and get a first
look at the game,
go to the Cloak
Home Page at

www.sierr a.com
\games\cloak on

have the opportunity to
influence the design of

Cloak needs you . Sign
up today!
Do you have ideas you 'd
like to share with the

Cloak development
teams? They'd love to
hear it. Drop 'em a note!

ATTRACTIONS
There.,....,. tllea a dOZ811 piaball
games aveilable at software retailers.
But one of them is so far ahead of the
rest that it accounts for more than half
of all pinball game sales - 3-0 Ultra
Pinball. How do you follow up on a success like that? Read on!

I

Sierra's New 3-D Ultra

Mini Golf
Gets Outta Control!

f you think 3-D Ultra Pinball put a
new twist to tabletop flipper twitch-

range from lunar moon bases with gravity wells to tropical jungles complete

ing, wait 'til you see what Sierra is
doing to mini golf. This isn't your

with ruins and erupting volcanos.
There's even a time travel hole where

typical windmills and putter kind of
game. The forthcoming 3-D Ultra Mini
Golf takes the same extreme 3-D universe modeling that is featured in 3-D
Ultra Pinball: Creep Night and applies it
to that "slice of Americana" game we've
all played at one time or another.
Designed by Kevin Ryan, one of the
original Sierra Dynamix division

founders , 3-D Ultra Mini
wildly diverse holes
that'll take more than
just a few strokes to
beat. The central
theme is also a challenge-to see how
outta-control and fun
each hole can be
made with things

you can send a ball back in time. If that
ball just happens to come forward in
time and collide with your ball in present
time, an anti-matter reaction happens
and everything in the known universe
explodes. Your punishment for destroying life as we know it? One penalty
stroke. We told you, these are things

Golf offers 18

Designer Kevin Ryan
and the 3-0 Ultra Mini
Go/fteam enjoyed lots
of on-site research in
bringing Mini
Go/fto life.

A few iaun back. we announced that
Outpost 2was underway. When we didn't give an update on it last issue, people demanded one. Good thing too,
because the designers on the project
have changed. Pat Cook and Alan
McPheeters are now in charge (They
hold no less than THREE CGW Game of
the Year Awards between them). Here's
the latest update straight from the
designers'mouths.

lnterAction: Tell us about Outpost 2. Is it a
sequel to the original, a rewrite, or what?
Pat Cook: Outpost 2 is based loosely on
the original Outpost 1.5 story. The
world ends and it's your job to build
the future of mankind in outers pace ...
but the interface, artwork, sound and
game play will be radically different.. .
It'll have about twice as many buildings
and vehicles as the original.

Alan McPheeters: Outpost 2 will play in
real time as opposed to turn based, and
it will have multi-player capabilities
over modem, LAN, and Internet. Up to
six players can be on the planet at one
time. You'll be able to play a single
game all over the planet; it won't just be
your own little colony.

PC: Not exactly. Outpost 1.5 fans will
recognize some of the buildings and
vehicles, but the way the game works is
completely different. Since it's in real
time, there's more emphasis on the
action and tactics. You need to make
decisions quickly, and there's an element of the game that will constantly
be causing tension on the player. It
won't be a "walk in the park".
AM: We took the storyline a few years
after the original game. You can play as
either the main colony, which we call
Eden, or the rebel colony, which we call

IA: People raved about
the original Outpost 1.5
graphics. How will
those change?
PC: The artwork w ill
be 16-bit. The entire
game is being done as
a native Windows 95
application, so the
players will be able to
choose their screen
resolution. All that
means is the game
graphics wi ll be a
magnitude better than
the original.

of people thought the first game was a
little slow and there were a lot of times
where you were just clicking through
turns waiting for something to happen.
In Outpost 2, we say to the player, "OK,
here's where you need to be," and the
player will have to figure out how to
get there. It's more of a "He who hesitates is lost" approach. With the realtime aspect and the environmental ...
pressures ... the player will be very busy.
IA: Environmental pressures?
PC: Electrical storms, sandstorms, planetquakes, erupting volcanoes and lava
flows , meteorite impacts wiping out
half your colony, revolting colonists ...
You know, standard hostile planet stuff
(laughs).
IA: So the game is more than an extension of Outpost 1.5?
PC: Absolutely. I would say the game is
kind of a mixture of Outpost, Sim City,

Caesar II, Masters of Orion, Warcraft 2,
and Command and Conquer with some
Civilization tossed in for good measure
(laughs).

Building mankind's future in space is about to get
tougher. faster moving, and more competitive.

AM: Outpost 1.5 was a tile-placing game.
This is a unit-moving game. If you want
to bulldoze an area, you need to drive
the dozer there. To erect a building,
you'll need to pick up the parts at the
structure factory and drive the construction vehicle to the site to put it up.

IA: Game play-wise, will you be picking
up where Outpost 1.5 left off?

Plymouth. Each of the colonies has progressed for several years on its own.
Although they share some technologies,
they each have some unique technologies
and each city has its own personality.

PC: The story starts off with an accident at the Hot Lab in one of the
colonies. It has a rather dramatic effect
on the planet and the colonies ... A lot

AM: All of those are really great games.
We're trying to take some of the great
ideas from them and fit them into this
hostile planet survival scenario while still
keeping the synergy of the parts there.
You know, the "whole is greater than the
sum of the parts" philosophy.
IA: When can we expect to see it on
the shelves?
AM: Early summer next year. We're
hoping to have a playable demo out
e,;viy next year so people can see how
m uch the game has evolved.
SIElilll
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Las Vegas
ien ne vas plus Robert
Goodman's

hold your bets. Hoy le veteran

R

essay entry

riverboat gambler,
Bart, broke the bank.
Robert is the grandprize winner of
Sierra's Hoyle Casino
Vegas Contest. He'll receive round-trip airfare to
Las Vegas, a three night stay at Baily's of Las
Vegas, dinner for two, and tickets to the
smash-hit Jubilee show. ''I'm a frequent
visitor to Las Vegas," he said, "but I
never really win much." Well Robert,
apparently your luck is changing.
Congratulations and enjoy your trip!

Sierra Sightings

M

Halloween Pinball Giveaway

0

ctober 31st is rapidly approaching and
Sierra has prepared some special candy for
the occasion. This Halloween, float on down to
your local software retailer and get a free 3-D

Ultra Pinball: Creep Night demo
CD. We even included several
demos of Sierra's hottest new
releases. Make sure to haunt the
stores early, because the supply is
limited. You wouldn 't want to go

ore and more Sierra games are making it to the big
screen. Many readers let their eyes wander and noticed
copies of Outpost and Leisure Suit Larry 6 in the Demi Moore
movie, Striptease. Kevin
Dobies of Scotia, NY saw,
wrote and won. Nice
catch, Kevin!
Another Sierra sighting
came from Peggy Grasso
and her son from Tulsa,
OK. They spotted Gabriel
Knight lawyer Frederick
Solms playing a newscast-

er in one of the rides at
Disney World's Epcot
Center. Congratulations!

If you spot any Sierra
products or people on TV
or in a movie, let us know.
If you 're first to report a
cool new sighting, you
win the Sierra game of
your choice, free! Mail
your sighting report to:
InterAction Magazine, ATTN: Cultural Reference Contest,
P.O. Box 50038, Bellevue, WA 98105-3008

J

9021-Lovve
hen A l Lowe asked gamers to send
in Larry-esque j okes to be included in
the upcom i ng Lei sure Suit Larry 7:
Love for Sail!, he had no i dea what
he was getting himself into-wh i ch
wasn 't necessarily a first. This time, however,
he really opened the floodgates
and Larry jokes are piling up
fast er than reject ions to
Larry 's lewd come-ons . The
Post Office is ready to give
A l's office its own zi p code9021-Lowe . Nice job everyone ~
lf you want to take a s n eak
peak at a " naughty but not
obscene" collection of Larry contri butions, check out Larry 's home page
at http://www.sierra .com/games/ls/7/.

W
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Nothing can prepare you
for Rama, but you can vvin
a great T-shirt
ama is coming-and this is your
chance to
win .
Enter
our
Rama contest
and be one of
the lucky winners
to receive and wear
the official " RAMA is
coming" T-shirt . Everyone
who enters will receive
informative online
information about the Rama
game . Enter now at Sierra's
web site ( www.sierra .com/
games/rama/l. The future
never held so much
promise, mystery or
intrigue . Here's your chance
to get into the game before it
gets into you .

R

Lords of the Realm 11Free T-shirts for loyal subjects

T

he king has sent out a royal proclamation ac:rou

the land to all his subjects. "Hear ye, hear ye, all
those offering allegiance to Sierra have an oppor-

tunity to win one of hundreds lords of the Realm fl T-

shirts." Register the "Lords" contest now and just for
entering we will provide you with "secret" information
and hints that could make or break a would-be king.
Register today at Sierra's web site
(www.sier ra.com/ gamesflords2/). Your destiny awaits.
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The Diaries of Antara
Since the release of Betrayal In Antara is just around the corner, the
design team would like to share its Production Diaries with you. (Pretty
cool, huh?). The diaries are available on the Antara Extra Goodies page
and will be updated periodically until the product goes out the door!
Until then, www.slerra.com/games/antara/ is the place to be.

A Phantasmagoria 2
Preview of Sorts
Lorelei Shannon, the designer of the new

Phantasmagoria 2, is one of the more

Embark on exciting adventures

delightfully twisted individuals we've ever
had the privilege of working with here at
Sierra. How much so? We can't wait to Jet

when Betrayal In Antara hits the

you know! Though Phantasmagoria 2 won't

stores later this year.

be available for a month or so yet, you can
download this original short story from
Lorelei on the SierraWeb site. Get your own
personal preview at:

www.sierra.com/games/phantas2/.

Yes, you have played Gabriel Knight:

Beast Within for many sleepless nights. Now you
but can't find anything? Relax, we have packed up a

I Knight Theme Pak for you. All you need is Windows

PliiSf Zip on over to the Gabriel Knight web site and
Y.\45flll~'8

Goodies" button. The theme pack includes sound bit
for your WlN95 operating
-it's In th e Gabriel Knight Th

We have created a new message board for au you
Bioderms out there. You can
exchange the latest HERCsetups, strategies or even
stage tournaments. Let us know what you
think. If this board works well for you , we'll
use it for our other products. Access the
new board at:

www.sierra.com/games/cyberstorm/.

Product Rel ease
Schedule
Looking for the lates t news on when to
expect upcoming Sierra releases? Now you
know where to go for the latest information .
The Sierra Web has the most current new
release calendar you 're likely to find anywhere. Check it out at:

www.sierra.com/herald/caleodar/.

Just in Time
For Halloween
Screams!
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Good fun.

Our exclusive
extra-wide
playing fieldwhich debuted in
the best-selling 3-0

Ultra

Pinbal~lets

up to four players
experience all the
action without
scrolling!

The Save Game feature just
might get you through the three
main tables, but you'll also
need skill and luck to uncover
multiple hidden levels and a
bonus fourth table!

Play up to three balls
simultaneously for rapid-fire
action-but don't get carried
away and 'tilt' the table!

Most realistic
physics and
accurate ball
movement of any
computer pinball
game!

Moving targets, hidden levels, and
mischievous ball-stealing creatures
unique to any pinball game!

•144.1151
Ml CD, Mac

Sierra On·Line, Inc. 4D and I or "' designate lrademarts of, or licensed 10 Sierra On·Une. Inc. All nghll reserved. 1-800-757-TI07.

http://Www.sierra.com

Sierra's Awesome
Collections Sale
Now you can get your hands on incredible collections of Sierra's most popular
series-with as many as 6 best-selling games-all for under 30 bucks. Order today!

The Quest For
Glory Anthology
Combine characterbuilding, combat and
stunning adventure.. fantasy with four
titles from the
critica Ily-accla imed
Quest For Glory series.
Includes So You Want To Be
A Hero, Trial By Fire, Wages of
War and Shadows of Darkness.

Since 1984, the
King's Quest Series
has become the
top-selling computer adventure of all
time. This collection
includes the first six charttopping King's Quest adventures from King's Quest I: Quest For
The Crown to King's Quest VI: Heir
Today, Gone Tomorrow.

29.95

1

(DOS/Win CD) ... now only

1

(DOS/Win CD) ... now only

Take your best shot at crime and corruption with the first four Police Quest
releases, including In Pursuit of The
Death Angel, The Vengeance, The
Kindred and Open Season. This special collection also includes special
video interviews with the games' creators
and limited-edition action-arcade games.
(DOS/Win CD) ... now onlyi
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all Toll-Free Today
~?>-- 1-800-757-7707 ...,
~
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Experience the tasteless wonder that is
Larry with an exclusive collection of six
hilarious mis-adventures. Includes the
original Land of The Lounge Lizards
(plus the histrionic 1991 remake),
through the Passionate Patti episodes,
to Larry 6: Shape Up or Slip Out.

1

(DOS/Win CD) ...now only

Police Quest:
The 4 Most Wanted

S

29.95

Leisure
Suit
Larry's
Greatest
Hits And
Misses

A

&

29.9

Aces: The Com'-lete
Collector's Edition
Sign on for a single mission or a full
tour with the collection that gives you
four all-time Aces classics, including
the original Red Baron, Aces of
The Pacific, Aces Over Europe
and the original A-10 Tank Killer.
You also get Aviation Pioneers, a
multimedia review of early aviation history.

§

(DOS CD) ...now only

1·800-757-7707 •Visit us at hllp: www.sierra com or on AOL and Compuse rv

